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Abstract

The arrival directions of Galactic cosmic rays are highly isotropic. This is expected from the presence

of turbulent magnetic fields in our Galactic environment that repeatedly scatter charged cosmic rays

during propagation. However, various cosmic ray observatories have identified weak anisotropies of

various angular sizes and with relative intensities of up to a level of 1 part in 1,000. Whereas large–

scale anisotropies are generally predicted by standard diffusion models, the appearance of small–scale

anisotropies down to an angular size of 10◦ is surprising. In this review, we summarise the current

experimental situation for both the large–scale and small–scale anisotropies. We address some of the

issues in comparing different experimental results and remaining questions in interpreting the observed

large–scale anisotropies. We then review the standard diffusive picture and its difficulty in producing

the small–scale anisotropies. Having set the stage, we review the various ideas and models put forward

for explaining the small–scale anisotropies.
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1. Introduction

The Earth’s atmosphere is constantly bombarded by a flux of charged particles, called cosmic rays.

There is a consensus that at energies between a few hundreds of MeV and a few PeV (1015 eV), cosmic

rays are of Galactic origin and most likely connected to the deaths of massive stars [1, 2]: supernova

remnants (SNRs), pulsars, or pulsar wind nebulae. These Galactic sources are mostly distributed in the

Galactic disk. Therefore, if cosmic rays were propagating rectilinearly, these sources would be visible in

the distribution of arrival directions, very much like the sources of electromagnetic radiation. However,

the observed distribution of cosmic ray arrival directions is highly isotropic, to better than 1 part in
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1,000 or even 10,000 depending on energy. This implies a mechanism that efficiently randomizes the

arrival directions over Galactic distance scales.

In the presence of a turbulent magnetic field, a cosmic ray nucleus with charge Z can scatter reso-

nantly with turbulence modes with a wavelength of the order of the gyroradius rg ≃ 1.1(R/PV)/(B/µG) pc

(1 pc ≃ 3 × 1018 cm) [3, 4, 5, 6], where R ≡ pc/(Ze) is the cosmic ray’s rigidity. (In a static magnetic

field, the trajectory of a cosmic ray depends only on this ratio of its momentum p and charge Z.) Cosmic

rays are thus performing a random walk and are losing any correlation with their initial directions over

a few scattering times. After long time scales this results in a diffusion process and it is this diffusion

that quickly erases the information on the distribution of sources. Since cosmic rays with larger rigidity

can escape the Galactic environment more quickly, the local cosmic ray spectrum is softer than the ini-

tial cosmic ray emission spectrum from diffusive shock acceleration [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Specifically, shock

acceleration predicts in its simplest incarnation an R−2 spectrum, but can also explain a considerably

softer spectrum [12, 13, 14], e.g. ∝ R−2.4. Escape then softens this spectrum by a factor R0.3 (for a

Kolmogorov spectrum of magnetic turbulence in the interstellar medium), thus producing a propagated

spectrum ∝ R−2.7 as observed for Galactic cosmic rays below a few PeV.

At even higher energies, particle identification is more difficult (as observations rely on cosmic ray

induced air showers), and traditionally only the all particle spectrum (as a function of cosmic ray energy

E) could be determined, shown in Fig. 1. At energies above a few PeV (a feature called the cosmic

ray “knee”), the observed all particle spectrum, shown in Fig. 1, steepens to ∝ E−3 before further

steepening to ∝ E−3.3 at a few hundred PeV (the second “knee”). Just below 1019 eV the spectrum

hardens again (the “ankle”) before cutting off around 5 × 1019 eV. Where exactly the transition from

Galactic to extra–galactic sources is taking place is very much an open question, and different models

interpret the spectral features differently.

Another hint for diffusion being the most important mechanism of cosmic ray transport comes from

the observation of so-called cosmic ray secondary species (e.g. Lithium, Beryllium, Boron, sub-Iron

elements). The relative contribution of these cosmic rays is larger than the observed solar abundance,

which is believed to be representative for the abundances at cosmic ray sources. Consequently, all

the observed cosmic ray secondaries must be produced during the propagation of cosmic ray primaries

(e.g. protons, Helium, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon, Iron) by spallation on interstellar gas. The integrated

matter density, that needs to be traversed in the interstellar medium (91% p, 9% Helium by number [16])

to produce the secondary fluxes, is inferred to be of the order of a few g cm−2. With the typical distance

scale for Galactic sources of the order of a few kiloparsec and a number density of ngas ≃ 1 cm−3 in the

Galactic disk, the column density for rectilinear propagation is falling three orders of magnitude short.
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Figure 1: Cosmic ray all particle spectrum. From Ref. [15]

This requires that the observed flux of cosmic rays must have traversed the Galactic disk many times

after emission, which is also implied by diffusion.

However, it can easily be seen that diffusion does not imply that the arrival directions of cosmic rays

are completely isotropic. For instance, the relative motion of the observer with respect to a frame in

which the cosmic ray distribution was completely isotropic would induce a weak dipole anisotropy in the

direction of the motion, the Compton–Getting effect [17, 18]. Moreover, an asymmetric distribution of

sources introduces a local density gradient which implies, by Fick’s law, the presence of a net flux. In the

case of isotropic diffusion, this will be visible in‘ the cosmic ray arrival direction as a dipole anisotropy

pointing into the upstream direction. This has been advertised [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] as a means of finding

the direction of the bulk of sources or even young nearby sources which can be dominating the local

cosmic ray gradient. However, none of these predictions have so far been unambiguously identified in the

cosmic ray data. In particular, simple models of isotropic cosmic ray diffusion predict dipole anisotropies

of TeV-PeV cosmic rays that are much larger than the observed values [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].

This discrepancy has been dubbed the cosmic ray “anisotropy problem” [24].

Together with the overall cosmic ray spectrum and the relative abundances of different species,

anisotropies constitute one of the classical observables of cosmic ray physics. First hints of a large–scale
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anisotropy were already observed in the early 1930’s, but the systematic and statistical uncertainties

of these observations were quite large [32]. A systematic study of the small effect became possible in

the 1950’s due to data collected by large underground muon detectors and extended air shower arrays,

see [33]. We refer to the comprehensive review by Di Sciascio & Iuppa [33] for the history of cosmic

ray anisotropy studies. Only rather recently, however, have experiments achieved the necessary level of

statistics to be able to find anisotropies of the order of 10−3 or even 10−4 [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

42, 43]. To the surprise of many, besides the expected large–scale anisotropy mentioned above, there is

structure in the maps of arrival directions on much smaller scales, at least down to 10◦.

Anisotropies on scales smaller than the dipole are not predicted by the simple diffusion picture

and this has been the topic of much attention and theoretical modeling efforts. The suggested ex-

planations consider effects of the heliosphere, non–diffusive propagation, modifications of pitch–angle

diffusion, stochasticity effects and also more exotic explanations. The interpretations of these small–

scale anisotropies will be the main focus of this review. Further details on Galactic cosmic rays can be

found in the standard textbook by Berezinsky, Bulanov, Dogiel & Ptuskin [44], and more recent reviews

by Strong, Moskalenko & Ptuskin [45], or Grenier, Black & Strong [46]. For details on wave–particle

interactions we refer to the detailed textbook of Schlickeiser [47].

We start in Sec. 2 with a summary of observations of TeV-PeV anisotropies on various angular scales.

Here, we will focus on recent data observed by high-statistics experiments in the past two decades

and refer to the review [33] for an extended list of observations. Apart from sky maps, we present

the observational results of the classical harmonic analysis, which at lowest order parametrises the

anisotropy as a dipole. The angular power spectrum, which is another way of presenting the information

on the small–scale anisotropies, will be discussed. Throughout, we will point out the difficulties and

limitations of anisotropy reconstruction with ground–based observatories, that are crucial for a correct

interpretation of results. We will also review some of the various techniques used by observatories, which

do not always yield the same results and have to be treated with some care. To provide a background

for interpretations of the small–scale anisotropies, we recall in Sec. 3 the derivation of the diffuse dipole

in the presence of a cosmic ray gradient as well as the dipole due to the Compton–Getting effect. We

will confront models for the large–scale anisotropies with the observations and offer a few remarks on

open issues. Explanations put forward for the small–scale anisotropies will be covered in Sec. 4 and

we will put emphasis on the attractive suggestions that the specific realization of the local turbulent

magnetic field can be the source of the small–scale anisotropies. We summarize and provide an outlook

in Sec. 5.
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Figure 2: Combined cosmic ray anisotropy of Tibet-ASγ [48, 49] and IceCube [50] in the equatorial coordinate system.

The Tibet result is reconstructed from 4.9 × 1010 events observed over nine years with a median energy of 5 TeV. The

declination range −10◦ � δ � 70◦ reflects the location of the Tibet array at 30◦ North and an effective zenith range

θ < 40◦. The IceCube result is inferred from 3.2× 1011 cosmic rays observed over a period of six years and has a larger

median energy of 13 TeV. The observable zenith range limits the field of view to declinations δ � −25◦. Note that the

anisotropy maps are smoothed over 5◦.

2. Observation

The anisotropy of cosmic ray arrival directions is typically defined as the relative intensity of cosmic

rays as a function of arrival direction. If φiso denotes the isotropic average of the cosmic ray flux φ(n)

from the arrival direction parametrized by a unit vector n, then the relative intensity I can be defined

as

I(n) ≡ φ(n)

φiso
≡ 1 + δI(n) . (1)

There is some confusion in the literature, whether I or its residual δI should be called relative intensity.

In this review we will denote δI as the anisotropy, but note that some of the figures extracted from

various experimental publications might use a different convention.

Without loss of generality, we will discuss the cosmic ray anisotropy in the equatorial coordinate

system parametrized by right ascension α ∈ [0, 360◦] and declination δ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦]. The Earth’s

equator projected onto the sky is located at δ = 0◦ and the meridian α = 0◦ intersects the equator at

the location of March equinox, i.e. the location of the Sun as it passes through the equatorial plane from

South (δ < 0◦) to North (δ > 0◦). A unit vector in the equatorial coordinate system can be defined via

n(α, δ) = (cosα cos δ, sinα cos δ, sin δ) , (2)
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Figure 3: Equatorial map of small–scale anisotropies of cosmic rays (top) and their significance (bottom) observed by

HAWC [43] after removal of dipole, quadrupole, and octupole features (see Section 2.2) and after smoothing with a top

hat kernel with radius of 10◦. The observation is based on 4.9 × 1010 cosmic rays observed over a period of 113 days

with median energy of 2 TeV. Because of HAWC’s location at a latitude of Φ ≃ 19◦ and the zenith cut of 45◦ the

time–integrated field of view is limited to −26◦ � δ � 64◦.

where the direction of geographic North defines δ = 90◦. As we will explain in more detail at the end

of this section, the equatorial system is the natural coordinate system of ground–based astronomy.

To set the stage and without going into the details of the experimental techniques employed, we

consider the a combined cosmic ray anisotropy map of Tibet-ASγ [43] and IceCube [50] shown in

Fig. 2. In the case of Tibet, the anisotropy is inferred from 4.9× 1010 cosmic rays observed during nine

years with median energy of 5 TeV. IceCube’s result is based on the observation of 3.2 × 1011 events

during six years with a median energy of 14 TeV. In general, for a maximal zenith range θ < θmax of the

instantaneous field of view the observable declination range is given by δ1 < δ < δ2 with δ1/2 = Φ∓θmax,

where Φ is the geographic latitude of the observatory (measured from the equator towards North). For
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the Tibet array at geographical latitude of 30◦ N and the zenith cut of θmax = 45◦ this corresponds to

−10◦ � δ � 70◦. The IceCube observatory at the Southpole uses a zenith cut of 65◦ and hence observed

the southern hemisphere at declination δ < −25◦.

The maps clearly shows anisotropies up to a level of 10−3 on various angular scales. To highlight

small–scale anisotropies one can remove the fit of large scale harmonics (dipole, quadrupole, octupole,

etc.) from the anisotropy map. A recent analysis of these small–scale anisotropies is shown in Fig. 3. The

anisotropy is inferred from 4.9×1010 cosmic rays with median energy of 2 TeV observed by HAWC [43].

The declination range −26◦ � δ � 64◦ is due to HAWC’s position at 19◦ North combined with the

effective zenith range of θ < 45◦. To suppress shot noise, the anisotropy maps are smoothed over 5◦.

The smoothed and truncated anisotropy map shows various medium–scale features. To first order,

the relative intensity can be estimated from the data by

I ≃ Non

αNoff

, (3)

where Non is the number of events in the excess region (on–source) and Noff the number of events in the

reference region for the background estimate (off–source) with relative exposure Eon/Eoff = α. The lower

panel of Fig. 3 shows the (signed) significance of these excesses and deficits with negative significance

indicating deficit regions. For small anisotropies δI ≡ I − 1 ≪ 1 the signed significance S in units of

Gaussian standard deviation can be then be approximated as [51]

S ≃
√

Non

1 + α
δI . (4)

For instance, in the HAWC anisotropy map shown in the top panel of Fig. 3 with a 10◦ degree half-width

smoothing applied, the expected number of on-source events is Non ≃ 5.6×108 and hence the sensitivity

(1σ C.L.) for α ≪ 1 is δI1σ ≃ 4× 10−5.

The particularly strong excess regions labeled “A”, “B”, and “C” indicated in the lower sky map of

Fig. 3 have also been observed previously by Tibet [35], Milagro [37], and ARGO-YBJ [39]. Note,

that Eq. (4) does not account for trials factors (look–elsewhere effect), which somewhat reduces the a

posteriori significance of the excess regions. The HAWC collaboration studied the energy dependence

of region A and found an increase of the anisotropy in the 1–10 TeV region, with a spectrum harder

than the isotropic flux by one power in energy and a possible cutoff at 10 TeV, in agreement with what

had been seen by Milagro earlier [37].

A strong energy dependence of the anisotropy has been observed by various experiments. Figure 4

shows the results of a recent analysis of IceCube and IceTop [50]. The data is divided into ten bins

with median energy ranging from 13 TeV to 5.4 PeV as indicated in the panels. The anisotropy map
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Figure 4: Anisotropy maps of cosmic rays observed at different energies by IceCube and IceTop [50]. The maps are

inferred from 3.2× 1011 cosmic rays observed over a period of six years. The median energy of the data bins range from

13 TeV to 5.4 PeV as indicated in the panels. The observable zenith range limits the field of view to declinations δ � 25◦

for IceCube and δ � 35◦ for IceTop (lower left panel).
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Figure 5: Time dependence of the relative intensity of Tibet-III [48]. The two-dimensional map in each panel shows of

the relative intensity for nine individual years, in contrast to Fig. 1 showing the combined observation. The lower plots in

each panel show the declination-averaged relative intensity for the individual period (red data) compared to the combined

result (blue dashed line). No significant time variability is observable.

at 13 TeV has already been shown in Fig. 2. Due to its location at the geographic South Pole the field

of view is limited to declinations δ � 25◦ for IceCube and δ � 35◦ for IceTop. One can notice that the

10 TeV anisotropy is dominated by a large scale feature that fades away towards 100 TeV and reappears

with reversed sign around 1 PeV. These maps also show evidence for medium- and small–scale features.

The time–dependence of the large–scale anisotropy is somewhat ambiguous. The Milagro collabora-

tion reported an increasing intensity of the sidereal dipole amplitude over a period of seven years [38].

However, this result could not be confirmed by Tibet [48], covering the same celestial region, nor

IceCube [42] observing the Southern Hemisphere. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the results form Tibet-

ASγ [48] for nine individual years. The combined data was already shown in Fig. 2 as a Mollweide

projection. In each panel, the relative intensity is shown in the top over bins of local sidereal time

(LST) and declination and at the bottom via its declination-average over LST. (Here, the LST t refers

to the moment when the corresponding bin aligns with the meridian and is, therefore, equivalent to

right ascension, α = (t/hsid)15
◦.) No statistically signifiant deviation from the combined result can be

observed.

It is also possible to study the cosmic ray anisotropy in the solar reference frame, defined by mean
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solar time t and declination δ. The mean solar noon (12 hr) corresponds to the LST of 0 hr, i.e., the

mean Sun lies on the local meridian. Due to Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun the length of one

sidereal day, i.e., the proper rotation period of the Earth, is about four minutes shorter than the mean

solar day. As a consequence, the Sun progresses by about one degree in right ascension during one

sidereal day. The right ascension angle of the (mean) Sun describes a full circle over the course of a

year starting at α = 0◦ at vernal equinox. Therefore, any anisotropy in the sidereal frame will average

out in the solar frame over a full year of observation, and vice versa. However, the orbital motion of

the Earth causes a solar Compton–Getting effect in the form of a dipole in the equatorial plane with

a maximum at solar time t ≃ 6 hr. We will discuss this effect in more detail in Section 3.2. Here, we

only want to point out that the reconstruction of the solar anisotropy follows the same steps and has

the same limitations as the reconstruction of the sidereal anisotropy described in the following

2.1. Reconstruction

Before we analyze the large- and small–scale anisotropy observed in experiments, it is important to

realize the subtleties of anisotropy reconstructions in ground–based detectors. The basic observational

quantity are the number of cosmic rays observed in the local coordinate system. Typically, the local

arrival direction is parametrized by the azimuth angle ϕ (from north increasing to the east) and zenith

angle θ. This defines a unit vector

n′(ϕ, θ) = (cosϕ sin θ,− sinϕ sin θ, cos θ) , (5)

in the local (primed) coordinate system (cf. top panel of Fig. 6). Over the period of one sidereal day, a

fixed position on the local sphere will trace out a circle with a constant declination on the celestial sky

and return to its initial position. For instance, an observer at geographic latitude Φ and longitude Λ

(measured east from Greenwich) sees the Zenith, n′(0, 0), at fixed declination δ = Φ and right ascension

α = ωt + Λ (mod 2π), where t is the local sidereal time and ω is the angular frequency of the Earth’s

rotation. It can be expressed as

ω = ωsolar + ωorbit , (6)

with the apparent solar frequency ωsolar = 2π/24h and the Earth’s orbital frequency ωorbit = 2π/1yr.

From the point of view of the ground–based observer the same location in the equatorial sky is

given as n′ = R(t) · n, where n is the unit vector (2) in the equatorial coordinate system and R a

time-dependent rotation matrix

R(t) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

− cosωt sinΦ − sinωt sinΦ cosΦ

sinωt − cosωt 0

cosωt cosΦ sinωt cosΦ sinΦ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (7)
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Figure 6: Top panel: Mock realization of the cosmic ray anisotropy in equatorial coordinates. The inset circle indicate the

instantaneous field of view of the HAWC observatory (at latitude 19◦ North) at a local sidereal time of 09:00 and a zenith

angle cut at 60◦. Bottom panel: Observable anisotropy accounting for the limited reconstruction capabilities (aℓ0 → 0,

see main text). The time–integrated field of view covered over 24h corresponds to the declination range −41◦ < δ < 79◦.

The inverse transformation is n = RT (t)·n′. For illustration, the mock anisotropy map in the top panel

of Fig. 6 indicates the instantaneous field of view of the HAWC detector [43] (at latitude Φ ≃ 19◦) at

a local sidereal time of 09:00 (meridian lies along α = 135◦). The dashed circles indicate the zenith

angles of 30◦ and 60◦.

The challenge of ground–based observatories is now, to extract I(α, δ) from the observed number of

events in the local reference system with a precision of better than 10−3. However, the observed event

distribution integrated over many sidereal days depends not only on the cosmic ray anisotropy but also

on the non–uniform and time-dependent detector exposure E(t, ϕ, θ). The expected number of events

at sidereal time t during a short time interval ∆t and within a spherical element ∆Ω is then given as

µ(t,n′) = ∆t∆ΩE(t,n′)φisoI(RT (t)·n′) . (8)
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Note, that the relative intensity I transformed into the local coordinate system is periodic over one

sidereal day. Therefore, the expected number of events µ and the exposure E in Eq. (8) are understood

to be accumulated over many consecutive sidereal days. For the moment, we will assume that the

accumulated number of days are uniformly distributed over an integer number of years. This ensures

that the solar dipole induced by the Earth’s motion around the Sun averages out in Eq. (8).

Now, in order to reconstruct δI to a level of 10−3, we have to know the detector exposure E in

Eq. (8) to better than 10−3, accounting for variations in detector up-time, seasonal effects and the

relative acceptance of the detector. It is not feasible to know or simulate the detector acceptance at this

level of accuracy. However, we can use the fact that the vast majority of cosmic rays arrive isotropically

and use this for detector calibration. This method relies on the assumption that the accumulated

detector exposure E can be expressed as a product of its angular–integrated exposure E and relative

acceptance A,

E(t,n′) ≃ E(t)A(n′) , (9)

normalized to
∫
dΩA(n′) = 1. We can now integrate Eq. (8) over time and use the fact that I ≃ 1

to estimate the relative acceptance A(n′) by comparing to the total number of observed events that

arrived from the direction n′. From this we can derive a first approximation of the relative intensity

δI(1).

This reconstruction method is known as direct-integration [52] and time-scrambling [53] and has

been used in cosmic-ray anisotropy studies of Super-Kamiokande [36], Tibet-ASγ [35], Milagro [37],

IceCube [41, 54, 42], IceTop [55], HAWC [43], and ARGO-YBJ [39]. For the IceCube observatory,

where the instantaneous field of view is identical to the time–integrated field of view, this method

provides the best estimate of the cosmic ray anisotropy. However, all other observatories can improve

the anisotropy iteratively, by using the first estimate of δI(1) to re-evaluate the relative acceptance

by the relative intensity I ≃ 1 + δI(1) in the next step and optimize the anisotropy to δI(2), and so

forth. This provides an iterative reconstruction scheme [56, 57], that have been applied to data of

Tibet-ASγ [58, 48, 59] and ARGO-YBJ [60].

Unfortunately, there is an important limitation of these data-driven reconstruction methods. Events

recorded in a fixed position n′ in the local coordinate system can only probe the variation of the cosmic

ray flux in a fixed declination band δ. The expectation values (8) with the ansatz (9) are invariant
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under the rescaling

I → Ĩ ≡ I/a(δ)/b , (10)

E → Ẽ ≡ Ebc , (11)

A → Ã ≡ Aa(δ)/c , (12)

where a(δ) is an arbitrary function of declination and the normalization factors b and c are defined such

that
∫
dΩÃ(n′) = 1 and

∫
dΩĨ(n) = 1 for the new values. In other words, the data-driven reconstruction

method of ground–based observatories is insensitive to relative intensity variations across declination

bands [58, 61, 57].

This degeneracy requires to choose a convention how to report relative intensities that align with

the Earth’s rotation axis. A natural choice is that the reconstructed anisotropy is normalized to

∫
dαδI(n) = 0 (13)

for all declinations δ, which is consistent with the requirement
∫
dΩδI(α, δ) = 0. As we will see in the

following, this condition can also be formulated in terms of an expansion of the relative intensity into

spherical harmonics [61].

An example, how this limited reconstruction capability affects the anisotropy, is shown in Fig. 6.

The top panel shows the true (mock) anisotropy behind the instantaneous field of view of HAWC at

a sidereal time of 09:00 and Zenith angle cut θmax = 60◦. The reconstructed anisotropy in the time–

integrated field of view (−41◦ < δ < 79◦) is shown in the bottom panel. Clearly, the reconstructed

anisotropy is modified and can reduce or enhance small–scale features. This effect is particularly drastic

for the dipole reconstruction as we will discuss in the following.

2.2. Harmonic Analysis

In the previous section we discussed the anisotropy of cosmic ray arrival directions in terms of

relative intensity maps. These observations indicate that the anisotropy is present on various angular

scales. There are large–scale features that broadly divide the relative intensity maps into excess and

deficit regions (see Fig. 2) and on top of this there are also small–scale features, like region A (see

Fig. 3), with an angular size of less than 10◦. However, the interpretation of these maps in terms of

physical mechanisms is difficult. Firstly, it is important to realize that, by definition, the anisotropy

of the relative intensity maps shows equal contributions of excesses and deficits. In other words, an

excess in the relative intensity map can be produced by an excess flux in that region or by a deficit

flux in all other regions. Secondly, as discussed at length in the previous section, most ground–based
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observations are insensitive to anisotropies that align with the Earth’s rotation axis. This can have a

significant effect on the observation of large–scale features (see Fig. 6).

A convenient way to quantify the level of large– and small–scale anisotropy is by a harmonic analysis.

The relative intensity can then be expanded into spherical harmonics Yℓm,

I(α, δ) = 1 +
∑

ℓ≥1

ℓ∑

m=−ℓ

aℓmYℓm(π/2− δ, α) , (14)

where in order for I to be real, the complex coefficients aℓm obey the relation a∗ℓm = (−1)maℓ−m. As a

rule of thumb, the typical angular size characterized by the expansion terms is related to the multipole

number ℓ as ∆θ ≃ 180◦/ℓ. The large–scale features correspond to the cosmic ray dipole (ℓ = 1),

quadrupole (ℓ = 2), octupole (ℓ = 3), etc. In the case of a full sky coverage the spherical harmonics are

an orthogonal basis and the individual aℓm’s in the expansion (14) can be extracted as

aℓm =

∫
dΩY ∗

ℓm(π/2− δ, α)I(α, δ) . (15)

Note, that the normalization condition (13) that we introduced for the observation made by ground–

based observatories is equivalent to the condition aℓ0 = 0 for ℓ ≥ 1 in the harmonic picture. This can

be seen by inserting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13),

∫
dα δI(n̂) = 2π

∑

ℓ

aℓ0

√
2ℓ+ 1

4π
Pℓ(sin δ) = 0 (δ1 < δ < δ2) , (16)

where δ1 and δ2 bound the observatory’s declination range.

2.3. Sidereal Dipole

The cosmic ray dipole anisotropy, i.e., the expansion coefficient with ℓ = 1 are of particular interest

for cosmic ray phenomenology, since this is expected to be the leading order anisotropy from cosmic

ray diffusion as we will discuss in the following section. The dipole anisotropy is typically parametrized

in terms of a dipole vector δ, defined by

I(α, δ) = 1 + δ ·n(α, δ) +O ({aℓm}ℓ≥2) . (17)

In terms of the harmonic expansion (14) into spherical harmonics Y1m, the dipole vector components

in the equatorial coordinate system are related to the expansion coefficients as

δ ≡
(
δ0h, δ6h, δN

)
=

√
3

2π

(
−ℜ(a11),ℑ(a11), a10

)
. (18)

Note, that we have a1-1 = −a∗11 and a10 = a∗10. Here, we introduced the notation δ0h and δ6h corre-

sponding to the dipole components parallel to the equatorial plane and pointing to the direction of the
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local hour angle 0h (α = 0◦) and 6h (α = 90◦) of the vernal equinox, respectively. We also introduce

δN as the dipole component pointing north. However, since a10 is in general not accessible by ground–

based observatories the corresponding dipole component δN can not be constrained. For that reason,

experiments only report the dipole components aligning with the equatorial plane as

(
δ0h, δ6h

)
= (A1 cosα1, A1 sinα1) , (19)

with dipole amplitude A1 and phase α1.

Figure 7 shows the dipole amplitude and phase reported by various cosmic ray experiments, see

Tbl. 1 for a summary of these data. The dashed lines indicate a simple parametric model of the

dipole anisotropy for a cosmic ray diffusion model that we are going to discuss in the next sections.

The experimental data show a large scatter from experiment to experiment. This has various reasons.

Firstly, ground–based observatories only observe cosmic ray indirectly via their showers produced in the

atmosphere. This results in a large uncertainty of the reconstructed cosmic ray energy from shower–to–

shower variations and the assumed chemical composition of cosmic rays. For clarity, these uncertainties

are not shown in Fig. 7. Secondly, the amplitude and phase reported by observatories depends on the

analysis method that sometimes introduce a rescaling of the amplitude compared to Eq. (19). And

lastly, the limited field of view of observatories can introduce a cross talk between large– and medium–

scale anisotropies which does not allow for a precise dipole reconstruction as in Eq. (15). We will briefly

summarize in the following the various dipole reconstruction methods used by experiments.

East–West & Forward–Backward Method. One of the standard dipole anisotropy reconstruction meth-

ods is the East–West method [66]. Here, the dipole is derived from the derivative of the relative intensity

with respect to right ascension. For simplicity, we assume for a moment that the relative intensity is

given by a dipole, I(α, δ) = 1+ δ ·n(α, δ), where n is a unit vector in the equatorial coordinate system.

As before, it can be related to the corresponding unit vector n′(ϕ, θ) in the local coordinate system via

a time-dependent rotation matrix, n′ = R(t) · n.

A crucial assumption of the East–West method is that the relative acceptance A is Forward–

Backward symmetric, i.e., A(ϕ, θ) = A(−ϕ, θ). For simplicity, we will assume for our example that

A depends only on zenith angle θ, i.e., A(ϕ, θ) = A(θ). At each sidereal time t the cosmic ray data

is then divided into two bins, covering the east (0 < ϕ < π) and west (−π < ϕ < 0) sectors in the

local coordinate system, that are divided by the meridian (cf. top panel of Fig. 6). The event numbers

observed during a short sidereal time interval ∆t are then related to the relative intensity I and total
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a description of the data. The dashed line shows a naïve model prediction assuming a smooth distribution of cosmic ray
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Observatory Location θmax Emed [TeV] A1 [10−4] α1 Method Reference

K-Grande 49◦N 8◦E 40◦ 2700 26.0± 10.0 225◦ ± 22◦ EAS, 〈δ〉 [62]

· · · · · · · · · 6100 29.0± 16.0 227◦ ± 30◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 33000 120.0± 90.0 254◦ ± 42◦ · · · · · ·

Baksan 43◦N 43◦E − 25 6.0± 2.5 322◦ ± 22◦ EAS, EW [63]

− 75 4.3± 2.4 330◦ ± 28◦ · · · · · ·
EAS-TOP 42◦N 13◦E 40◦ 110 2.6± 0.8 6◦ ± 18◦ EAS, EW [40]

· · · · · · · · · 370 6.4± 2.5 204◦ ± 22◦ · · · · · ·
MACRO 42◦N 13◦E − 30 8.2± 2.7 348◦ ± 20◦ muons, 〈δ〉 [64]

Super-K 36◦N 137◦E − 12 6.6± 1.0 33◦ ± 8◦ muons, 〈δ〉 [36]

Milagro 36◦N 107◦W 50◦ 6 20.0± 10.0 10◦ ± 5◦ EAS, FB [38]

ARGO-YBJ 30◦N 91◦E 45◦ 0.98 6.1± 0.1 42◦ ± 1◦ EAS, 〈δ〉 [60]

· · · · · · · · · 1.65 7.9± 0.1 32◦ ± 1◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 2.65 9.8± 0.2 37◦ ± 1◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 4.21 10.4± 0.3 28◦ ± 2◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 7.8 11.6± 0.4 29◦ ± 2◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 13.6 8.7± 0.5 37◦ ± 4◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 29.1 3.8± 0.5 8◦ ± 7◦ · · · · · ·

Tibet-ASγ 30◦N 91◦E 45◦ 4 8.3± 0.5 14◦ ± 3◦ EAS, 〈δ〉 [34]

· · · · · · · · · 6.2 8.8± 0.6 24◦ ± 4◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · 60◦ 15 8.5± 0.2 22◦ ± 2◦ EAS, 〈δ〉 [65]

· · · · · · · · · 50 5.3± 0.4 21◦ ± 5◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 100 2.7± 0.6 327◦ ± 12◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 300 6.0± 1.4 267◦ ± 14◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 1000 13.0± 3.0 287◦ ± 13◦ · · · · · ·

IceTop Southpole 55◦ 500 5.5± 0.9 248◦ ± 10◦ EAS, 〈δ〉 [54]

· · · · · · · · · 1600 15.5± 1.5 284◦ ± 6◦ · · · [50]

IceCube Southpole 65◦ 13 7.9± 0.1 51◦ ± 1◦ muons, 〈δ〉 [50]

· · · · · · · · · 24 6.9± 0.2 49◦ ± 1◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 38 4.7± 0.2 46◦ ± 3◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 71 2.9± 0.3 42◦ ± 6◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 130 1.6± 0.4 26◦ ± 13◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 240 1.1± 0.5 286◦ ± 29◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 580 2.9± 0.5 257◦ ± 10◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 1400 6.2± 1.2 259◦ ± 11◦ · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · 5400 4.6± 5.2 144◦ ± 65◦ · · · · · ·

Table 1: Summary of recent dipole data shown in Fig. 7. We indicate the maximal zenith cut θmax (if available), the

observation via extended air showers (EAS) or atmospheric muons and the analysis method: East–West (EW), Forward–

Backward (FB), or declination average (〈δ〉).
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accumulated detector exposure E as

NE(t) ≃ φiso∆tE(t)

π∫

0

dϕ

θmax∫

0

dθ sin θA(θ)I(t, ϕ, θ) , (20)

NW(t) ≃ φiso∆tE(t)

0∫

−π

dϕ

θmax∫

0

dθ sin θA(θ)I(t, ϕ, θ) . (21)

Now, the relative difference between the East and West data is independent of the absolute exposure

E(t), and we arrive at
NE(t)−NW(t)

NE(t) +NW(t)
≃ ∆α

∂

∂α
δI(α, 0) , (22)

where ∆α is an effective right ascension step size. Note that the left hand side of Eq. (22) is independent

of the time-dependent prefactors of Eqs. (20) and (21). The denominator is dominated by the isotropic

contribution of the relative intensity, I ≃ 1, and therefore just corresponds to the angular–integrated

relative acceptance. The numerator is dominated by the dipole anisotropy, δI ≃ δ · RT (t) · n′(ϕ, θ).

The effective right-ascension step ∆α in Eq. (22) can then be calculated as

∆α =

π∫

0

dϕ

θmax∫

0

dθ sin θA(θ)(sin θ sinϕ)

/ π∫

0

dϕ

θmax∫

0

dθ sin θA(θ) . (23)

Note, that the East–West method only allows to study the components of the dipole anisotropy in the

equatorial plane, as can be seen in Eq. (22).

A variation of the East–West method is the Forward–Backward method used by Milagro [38]. This

method analyzes the relative right-ascension derivative of event rates for individual declination bands

and allows to study the two-dimensional anisotropy. However, both methods are only sensitive to

the right-ascension derivative and are hence not able to reconstruct the overall normalization of the

anisotropy in each declination band. Hence, the full two-dimensional anisotropy can not be recovered.

Right-Ascension Projection. Many modern observatories have the sufficient angular resolution and event

statistics to analyze the dipole anisotropy in two-dimensional relative intensity maps as shown in Sec. 2.

However, mostly for historical reasons, some observations are reporting the dipole amplitude and phase

from a right-ascension projection, i.e. declination average of the relative cosmic ray intensity I in the

form,

Ã1e
iα̃1 =

1

π

2π∫

0

dαeiα

⎡
⎣ 1

s2 − s1

s2∫

s1

dsI(α, δ)

⎤
⎦ , (24)

where s = sin δ and the boundaries s1/2 = sin δ1/2 correspond to the declination interval [δ1, δ2] of

the observatory’s time–integrated field of view. Again, assuming a pure dipole anisotropy, I(α, δ) =
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1 + δ ·n(α, δ), in Eq. (24) provides the correct phase, α̃1 = α1, but a rescaled amplitude,

Ã1 ≃
δ1 − δ2 + c1s1 − c2s2

2(s1 − s2)
A1 . (25)

Note that in most cases, experiments do not correct the amplitude following Eq. (25) and only report

Ã1. Unfortunately, this typically underestimates the true dipole amplitude by an O(1) factor and can be

one reason for the scatter of dipole amplitudes among experiments as seen in Fig. 7. Another systematic

uncertainty comes from the possible cross talk of higher multipole moments in Eq. (24).

Reconstruction from Relative Intensity Maps. In the case that a full relative intensity map is available,

a precise dipole reconstruction is possible via Eq. (15). However, in reality, individual observatories

have a limited integrated field of view. In this case we can not carry out the integral over the full sky

that is needed to use the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics in Eq. (15). Instead, we can introduce

a weight function w that parametrizes the limited field of view and reconstruct the pseudo multipole

moments of the combined product I(n) = w(n)Î(n)

In general, the pseudo multipole moments aℓm are related to the true multipole moments âℓm via a

linear transformation (see, e.g., [67] or the review by [68])

aℓm =
∑

ℓ′m′

Kℓmℓ′m′ âℓ′m′ , (26)

where the coupling matrix K depends on the multipole spectrum bℓm of the weight function of the field

of view (see Appendix A). For the particular case of ground–based observatories, the weight function

is expected to be azimuthally symmetric, w(α, δ) = w(δ). In that case the true multipole moments

âℓ0 are a linear superposition of pseudo multipole moments aℓ′0 in Eq. (26). We can hence use the

normalization condition aℓ0 = 0 for all ℓ to ensure âℓ0 = 0 for all ℓ. For all other coefficients with

m �= 0, the strength of the mixing between moments aℓm and âℓ′m is determined by the moments bk0

with |ℓ− ℓ′| ≤ k ≤ ℓ+ ℓ′ and there is no mixing in m. This mixing can be small for individual moments

as pointed out by [69].

However, even in the absence of other experimental limitations of the anisotropy reconstruction, the

full multipole spectrum cannot be unambiguously reconstructed from a partial sky coverage. Whereas

the full (infinite dimensional) transition matrix K cannot be inverted to solve Eq. (26), we can attempt

an approximate reconstruction of the low-ℓ anisotropy via a truncation of the multipole expansion after

a maximum ℓmax. The corresponding truncated matrix K′ with entries ℓ ≤ ℓmax and m �= 0 can then be

invertible. For instance, assuming a pure dipole anisotropy, ℓ ≤ 1, and a uniform sky coverage between

declination δ1 and δ2 gives the dipole transition elements

K ′
1111 = K ′

1-11-1 =
1

4

(
3(s2 − s1) + s31 − s32

)
, (27)
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where again s1,2 = sin δ1,2 and K ′
111−1 = K ′

1−111 = 0. We can reconstruct in this case the dipole

components in the equatorial plane via Eq. (19) and

(
δ0h, δ6h

)
=

√
3

2π

(
−ℜ(a11)

K ′
1111

,
ℑ(a11)
K ′

1111

)
. (28)

However, we emphasize that this treatment is only correct under the assumption that the true anisotropy

is dominated by a dipole. Here, again, the presence of higher multipoles can significantly effect the dipole

reconstruction.

2.4. Angular Power Spectrum

We have already discussed the presence of small–scale anisotropies in the arrival direction of cosmic

rays. These can be emphasized in the equatorial maps by subtracting fits of the large–scale moments,

dipole, quadrupole, etc., from the anisotropy (see Fig. 3). Another approach to study small–scale

structure is via the angular power spectrum defined as

Cℓ ≡
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ∑

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2 . (29)

The power spectrum quantifies the absolute amplitude of the multipole components independent of their

phases. This method can uncover the presence of weak small–scale fluctuations randomly distributed

across the equatorial anisotropy maps that are individually not significant. However, as mentioned in

the previous section, the true multipole spectrum cannot be recovered unambiguously from a partial

sky coverage, and the same is true for the power spectrum.

To overcome this difficulty, one can make additional assumptions about the ensemble–averaged

expectation values of the multipole components. In the following, we will assume that the harmonic

coefficients are Gaussian random variables, which in the ensemble–average follow 〈âℓmâ∗op〉 = δmpδℓo〈Ĉℓ〉;
this is equivalent to demanding that δI(n̂) is a statistically isotropic, Gaussian random field. In this

particular case, we can recover the ensemble–averaged power spectrum 〈Ĉℓ〉 via the relation

〈Cℓ〉 =
∑

ℓ′

Mℓℓ′〈Ĉℓ′〉+Nℓ . (30)

The transfer matrix M is known from the study of temperature anisotropies in the cosmic microwave

background [68].

As pointed out in Ref. [57], for the situation of cosmic-ray anisotropies we have again to account

for the fact that the m = 0 moments are filtered out by the reconstruction. This leads to a modified

expression for M that we discuss and provide in Appendix A. However, we would like to caution

the reader that the reconstruction of the power spectrum from a limited field of view relies on the
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Figure 8: Angular power spectrum of the anisotropy inferred by IceCube (top) at medium energies of about 20 TeV [50]

and HAWC (bottom) at median energy of 2 TeV [43]. In both plots, the data are shown before (blue) and after (red)

fitting and subtracting the dipole, quadrupole and octupole. The gray bands show the 68% and 95% intervals for isotropic

maps generated from scrambled data.

assumption that the anisotropy is a statistically isotropic, Gaussian random field. This can only be a

possible working assumption, if the source of the anisotropy is random itself. We will later discuss the

scenario of small–scale structures induced by local turbulent magnetic field, that could possibly be of

this type.

The last term in Eq. (30) accounts for the noise power spectrum Nℓ. In the following, we will

approximate this quantity by the pixel-by-pixel Poisson noise, which gives a flat spectrum Nℓ = N with

N ≃ 1

4π

∑

i

w2
i∆Ω2

ni

. (31)

Here, the sum runs over all pixels i in the field of view with weight wi, angular size ∆Ω and total event

number ni. For an order of magnitude estimate of the noise level, we can assume a top-hat weight
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wi = 1 with uniform exposure in the field of view with partial sky coverage fsky. In this case Eq. (31)

yields

N ≃
4πf 2

sky

ntot

, (32)

for the total number ntot of cosmic rays.

The top panel of Fig. 8 shows the angular power spectrum inferred from IceCube data with a median

energy of 20 TeV [50]. Note, that the IceCube collaboration uses the two-point angular correlation

function [70] rather than the pseudo power spectrum to estimate the power spectrum from the partial

sky. With ntot ≃ 3.2 × 1011 and fsky ≃ 0.29 we can use Eq. (32) to estimate the noise power as

N ≃ 3 × 10−12. This is slightly lower then the noise level shown in Fig. 8 estimated from a sample of

scrambled maps.

Recently, the HAWC collaboration published the power spectrum of the relative intensity map,

shown in the lower panel of Fig. 8. With ntot ≃ 4.9 × 1010 and fsky ≃ 0.67 the noise level can be

estimated as N ≃ 10−10, which is presently much larger than for the IceCube observation. Nevertheless,

the power of medium-ℓ moments shows a trend very similar to that observed at IceCube. However, the

HAWC analysis is not compensating for the loss of power at ℓ ≤ 2 due to the limited instantaneous

field of view. As discussed in Ref. [57], the true power at ℓ ≤ 2 is expected to be significantly larger

and, therefore, closer to the power observed with IceCube.

3. The Standard Diffusive Picture

As a preparation for our later discussion of small–scale anisotropies, we will first review the micro-

scopic theory [3, 4, 5, 6] of cosmic ray transport in the presence of turbulent magnetic fields. For the

discussion of cosmic ray anisotropy it is convenient to introduce the phase–space density, f(t, r,p),

as the expected number of cosmic rays at time t with position within [r, r + dr] and momentum

within [p,p + dp]. In the absence of energy losses and sources, the phase–space density follows Li-

ouville’s theorem, ḟ = 0. (Here and in the following we denote the temporal derivative (d/dt) with a

dot.) In other words, the phase–space density along a cosmic ray trajectory (r(t),p(t)) is constant,

f(t1, r(t1),p(t1)) = f(t2, r(t2),p(t2)). Liouville’s theorem can be written in the form

ḟ = ∂tf + ṙ·∇rf + ṗ·∇pf = 0 . (33)

In a static magnetic field configuration and neglecting static electric fields the equation of motion of a

charged particle with energy p0 is given as ṗ = p× eB/p0 and ṗ0 = 0. (For simplicity, we also assume

relativistic cosmic rays, p0 ≃ p = |p|, working in natural units, c = 1.)
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As usual, we split the magnetic field into a regular and turbulent component, B = B0 + δB. We

also split the phase–space density into the average and fluctuating parts, f = 〈f〉+ δf . The ensemble–

averaged, collisionless Boltzmann equation can be written as [71, 72]

∂t〈f〉+ 〈L(r,p)〉〈f〉 = −〈δL(r,p)δf〉 , (34)

with the Liouville operator

L(r,p) ≡ ṙ·∇r + ṗ·∇p = p̂·∇r − i[Ω+ ω(r)]·L , (35)

and its ensemble-fluctuation

δL(r,p) ≡ −iω(r)·L . (36)

Here we have introduced the angular momentum operator La = −iǫabcpb∂/∂pc and the rotation vectors

Ω = eB0/p0 and ω = eδB/p0. Subtracting this expression from the collisionless Boltzmann equation

gives an evolution equation of the ensemble-fluctuation δf ,

∂tδf + Lδf = −δL〈f〉+ 〈δLδf〉 . (37)

Assuming that δL〈f〉 ≫ 〈δLδf〉 this expression can be solved to leading order as

δf(t, r,p) ≃ δf(t− T, r(t− T ),p(t− T ))−
t∫

t−T

dt′
[
δL〈f〉

]
P (t′)

, (38)

where [·]P (t′) indicates that the quantity is evaluated along the particle trajectory with position r(t′) and

momentum p(t′) subject to the boundary condition r(t) = r and p(t) = p. The last term in Eq. (37)

can hence be approximated as

〈δLδf〉 ≃ −
〈
δL

t∫

−∞

dt′
[
δL〈f〉

]
P (t′)

〉
. (39)

Here, we have assumed finite correlation times such that the lower integration boundary can be extended

to (−∞). There are different approximations for evaluating Eq. (39).

Pitch–Angle Diffusion. A typical ansatz of quasi–linear theory [3, 4, 5, 6, 71] is that the phase–space

density only depends on the position and momentum along the (strong) regular magnetic field. We

therefore assume that 〈f〉 = f(t, z, µ), where we choose B0 = B0ez and parametrize the parallel

momentum via the cosine of the pitch–angle θ: pz = pµ with µ = cos θ. The trajectory P (t′) in

Eq. (39) can then be approximated by the unperturbed path, i.e. the cosmic ray trajectory computed
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under the influence of only the regular field B0. The scattering term in quasi–linear theory can then be

transformed into a diffusion term for µ

〈δLδf〉 ≃ − ∂

∂µ
Dµµ

∂

∂µ
〈f〉 , (40)

where Dµµ is the pitch–angle diffusion coefficient. Uniform pitch–angle diffusion corresponds to the case

Dµµ/(1− µ2) = D0 = const. Together with Eq. (34) and after averaging over gyrophase, this gives rise

to the Fokker–Planck equation,

∂t〈f〉+ vµ
∂

∂z
〈f〉 = ∂

∂µ
Dµµ

∂

∂µ
〈f〉 . (41)

BGK Approximation. The influence of the turbulence can also be approximated as a friction term,

suggested by Bhatnagar, Gross & Krook (BGK) [73]. In its original version this term drives the

ensemble–averaged distribution 〈f〉 to its isotropic mean φ/4π with an effective relaxation rate ν, i.e.

〈δLδf〉 ≃ ν

(
〈f〉 − φ

4π

)
. (42)

This corresponds to the case where the ensemble average in Eq. (39) can be approximated as

t∫

−∞

dt′ 〈ωi(r)ωj(r
′)〉 ≃ (ν/2)δij , (43)

and where we also assumed Li(t
′)〈f(r(t′), p(t′))〉 ≃ Li(t)〈f(r(t), p(t))〉. The scattering term is then

approximately

〈δLδf〉 ≃ ν
L2

2
〈f〉 , (44)

which is identical to the BGK ansatz, if we expand 〈f〉 into monopole (L2 = 0) and dipole (L2 = 2)

contributions.

3.1. Diffuse Dipole Anisotropy

We will first focus on the first two contributions, monopole and dipole, in the multipole expansion

of the phase–space density (see, e.g. Ref. [72]). It is convenient to introduce the angular-integrated

quantities

φ(t, r, p) =

∫
dp̂f(t, r,p) , (45)

Φ(t, r, p) =

∫
dp̂p̂f(t, r,p) . (46)

The first term is related to the local cosmic ray spectral density [GeV−1cm−3] at r = r⊕ as

nCR(p) = p2φ(t⊕, r⊕, p) . (47)
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Note, that due to the extra p2 term the monopole follows φ ∝ p−2−Γ compared to the cosmic ray

spectrum nCR ∝ p−Γ. The relative intensity can then be expressed in terms of the phase–space density

as

I = 4π
f(t⊕, r⊕,−p)

φ(t⊕, r⊕, p)
= 1− 3p̂·Φ(t⊕, r⊕, p)

φ(t⊕, r⊕, p)
+O ({aℓm}ℓ≥2) (48)

Keep in mind that we visualize the relative intensity by the apparent origin of cosmic rays, i.e., −p,

which explains the reversed sign in the previous equation. Comparing Eqs. (17) and (48) we see that

the dipole vector can be identified as

δ = −3
Φ(t, r⊕, p)

φ(t, r⊕, p)
. (49)

Expanding the average phase–space density in terms of the monopole and dipole components and using

the simple BGK ansatz of Eq. (42), we arrive at a coupled set of differential equations,

∂t〈φ〉+∇r〈Φ〉 ≃ 0 , (50)

∂t〈Φ〉+ (1/3)∇r〈φ〉+Ω× 〈Φ〉 ≃ −ν〈Φ〉 . (51)

In the diffusion approximation it is typically assumed that the dipole component is only slowly

varying over the relaxation time 1/ν and hence ∂t〈Φ〉 ≃ 0. In this case we can combine Eqs. (50) and

(51) to the familiar diffusion equation

∂t〈φ〉 ≃ ∇r ·(K·∇r〈φ〉) , (52)

with diffusion tensor

Kij =
B̂iB̂j

3ν‖
+

δij − B̂iB̂j

3ν⊥
+

ǫijkB̂k

3νA
. (53)

Here, B̂ is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the regular magnetic field, ν‖ and ν⊥ denote the

effective scattering rates along and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively, and νA is the axial

scattering rate. In the BGK ansatz the effective diffusion rates are related as ν⊥ = ν‖ + Ω2/ν‖ and

νA = Ω+ ν2
‖/Ω where Ω = c/rL is the gyrofrequency in the regular magnetic field. The solution to the

diffusion equation with initial condition 〈φ(0, r)〉 = δ(3)(r) is simply

〈φ(t, r)〉 = 1

(4πt)3/2
√
detKs

exp

(
−rt(Ks)−1r

4t

)
, (54)

where Ks is the symmetric part of the diffusion equation, i.e., the first two terms of Eq. (53). Finally,

we can solve Eq. (51) as,

〈Φ〉 ≃ −K·∇r〈φ〉 , (55)

which is also known as Fick’s law. Comparing this to Eqs. (47) and (49) we arrive at the final expression

of the dipole anisotropy

δ⋆ = 3K·∇ lnnCR . (56)
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In general, the parameters ν‖, ν⊥ and νA depend on details of cosmic ray transport in turbulent

magnetic fields. In the case of strong regular magnetic fields we have ν‖ ≪ ν⊥ and ν‖ ≪ νA and the

diffusion tensor (53) reduces to the first term corresponding to a projection of the cosmic ray gradient

onto the magnetic field direction [72, 74, 75, 30]. Hence, anisotropic diffusion predicts that the dipole

anisotropy should align with the local ordered magnetic field. This ordered magnetic field corresponds

to the sum of the large–scale regular magnetic field and the contribution of the turbulent component

averaged over distance scales set by the gyroradius. We refer to reviews on (Galactic) magnetic fields [76]

and the local environment [77, 78].

3.2. Compton–Getting Effect

The relative motion of the solar system through the local plasma frame can introduce a dipole

anisotropy known as the Compton–Getting effect [17, 18]. In the following we will consider a phase–

space density f ⋆(p⋆) in the plasma rest frame, denoted by starred quantities. Let’s assume that the

observer moves along a velocity vector β = v/c relative to the plasma rest frame. To leading order, the

momentum vector p⋆ in the plasma frame is related to p measured in the observer’s frame as

p⋆ = p+ pβ +O(β2) . (57)

The Compton–Getting effect can now be easily derived from the Lorentz-invariance of the phase–space

density [79], f(p) = f ⋆(p⋆). A Taylor-expansion of f ⋆(p⋆) around p yields

f(p) ≃ f ⋆(p) + (p⋆ − p)·∇pf
⋆(p) +O(β2) (58)

To leading-order, this transformation leaves the isotropic contribution invariant, φ = φ⋆, whereas the

second term on the right hand side gives an additional contribution to the dipole,

Φ ≡
∫

dp̂p̂f(p) ≃ Φ⋆ +

∫
dp̂p̂(β ·p̂)p∂f

⋆(p)

∂p
≃ Φ⋆ +

β

3

∂φ

∂ ln p
. (59)

Therefore, the dipole δ = −3Φ/φ in the observer’s frame transforms to

δ ≃ δ⋆ + (2 + Γ)β , (60)

where we assume that the isotropic part of the phase–space density follows φ ∝ p−2−Γ, where Γ ≃ 2.7

is the cosmic ray spectral index.

From a conceptual point of view, there is a variety of possible sources of the motion of the solar

system with respect to the frame in which the cosmic rays are isotropic. An average star at the position

of the Sun has a circular speed around the Galactic center of v0 ≃ 220± 20 km/s pointing into Galactic
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longitude and latitude l ≃ 270◦ and b ≃ 0◦ [80]. The observable Compton–Getting effect after projection

onto the equatorial plane would be δGC ≃ 2.4× 10−3, independent of energy. However, these values are

inconsistent with the observed dipole amplitude and phase shown in Fig. 7.

This indicates that the cosmic ray rest frame is mostly co-rotating with the average motion of the

stars. Therefore, a more suitable choice as a cosmic ray rest frame seems to be the local standard of

rest (LSR). In this frame the Sun moves towards l ≃ 47.9◦ ± 2.9◦ and b ≃ 23.8◦ ± 2.0◦, called the solar

apex, with velocity vLSR ≃ 18.0 ± 0.9 km/s [81]. Yet another choice would be the relative movement

through the local interstellar medium (ISM) with velocity vISM ≃ 23.2 ± 0.3 km/s in the direction

l ≃ 5.25◦ ± 0.24◦ and b ≃ 12.0◦ ± 0.5◦ [82]. These latter estimates of the Compton–Getting effects are

at the level of 10−4 and would contribute to the observed dipole anisotropy as an overall shift in the

data.

It has been argued [83] that the coherent, magnetized flow from an old, nearby supernova remnant

could be the source of a large–scale, not necessarily dipole anisotropy. Flow speeds of β ∼ 3.3 ×
10−4(v/100 km s−1) which give the right order of magnitude large–scale anisotropy are in fact inferred

for old supernova remnants like Loop I [84]. However, it is not clear how this could possibly lead to

a non–dipolar anisotropy as argued by the authors of Ref. [83]: A Compton–Getting like effect leads

to first approximation always to a dipole and in any event (that is even at higher orders) always to a

symmetric anisotropy, i.e. an excess in one direction is mirrored by a deficit in the opposite direction.

Furthermore, at variance with what is claimed by the authors, the cosmic ray density inside the flow

would need to be dominated by cosmic rays from the source of the flow (which is virtually impossible

for TeV particles and a necessarily old supernova remnant) or from an even closer source which would

then again dominate the flow. Ambient cosmic rays on the other hand would need many mean free

paths to isotropize in the flow.

On the other hand, a well–known contribution to the Compton–Getting effect is induced by the

motion of the Earth around the Sun, the solar dipole anisotropy. The solar Compton–Getting effect in

the sidereal frame depends on the time of observation. By definition, mean solar time is given by the

hour angle of the mean Sun shifted by 12 hours, ωsolart (mod 2π) = h⊙ + π. On the other hand, the

right ascension of the Sun and the local hour angle are related via ωt (mod 2π) = α⊙ + h⊙. Therefore,

the position of the Sun can be expressed as α⊙ = ωorbitt + π. In the sidereal frame, the orientation of

the solar Compton–Getting dipole anisotropy is then proportional to the velocity vector of the Earth.

For simplicity, we will treat the Earth’s orbit in the following as circular with average orbital velocity

v̄orb ≃ 29.8km/s. Given the small eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit and the limited sensitivity of present

observatories this is a sufficient first order approximation. The solar Compton–Getting effect in the
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sidereal frame can then be expressed as

δSCG = δSCG

(
− sin(ωorbt), cos ǫ cos(ωorbt), sin ǫ cos(ωorbt)

)
, (61)

where ǫ ≃ 23.4◦ is the tilt of the Earth’s rotation axis with respect to the ecliptic and δSCG =

(2 + Γ)v̄orb/c. However, most observatories collect cosmic ray data over a period of multiple years.

When time–averaging over full years, the solar Compton–Getting effect in the sidereal frame vanishes,

〈δSCG〉year ≃ (0, 0, 0).

It is possible to study the solar Compton–Getting effect in the solar frame, given by the transfor-

mation δ′′
SCG = RT ((ωsol/ω)t) ·R(t) · δSCG or, explicitly,

δ′′
SCG = δSCG

(
− sin2(ǫ/2) sin(2ωorbt), cos

2(ǫ/2)− sin2(ǫ/2) cos(2ωorbt), sin ǫ cos(ωorbt)
)

(62)

Now, the yearly average is 〈δ′′
SCG〉year = δSCG (0, cos2(ǫ/2), 0). For Γ ≃ 2.7 the average solar Compton–

Getting strength is thus |〈δ′′
SCG〉| ≃ 4.5×10−4 and points into the direction of t = 6h. The amplitude and

orientation of this solar dipole has been studied and confirmed by various experiments (see Ref. [33]).

These observations can also be used to infer the spectral index of cosmic rays [85].

3.3. Comparison to the Sidereal Dipole Anisotropy

In the case of isotropic diffusion with a smooth distribution of sources, the diffusive dipole anisotropy

(56) is expected to simply align with the direction of the Galactic center at α ≃ 266◦ due to the off–

center position of the solar system. The dipole amplitude is expected to simply follow the energy scaling

of the diffusion tensor (53), typically a power-law K ∝ Eβ with β ≃ 0.3–0.6 (cf. e.g. Ref. [45]). These

predictions are shown as dashed lines in the summary plot of Fig. 7, where we use β = 1/3 for the

amplitude’s energy scaling and normalize to the TeV data. Clearly, this naïve extrapolation does not

follow the general trend of the amplitude at higher energies shown in this plot. Even worse, the absolute

scale of the cosmic ray gradient computed from a pulsar–like or supernova remnant like distribution of

sources is that large, that with the normalisation of the diffusion coefficient from nuclear secondary–to–

primary ratios, like Boron–to–Carbon, the predicted dipole is up to two orders of magnitude larger than

measured [27, 29, 28, 30]. This discrepancy is known as the “anisotropy problem” [24]. In addition,

the data indicate that the TeV–PeV dipole anisotropy undergoes a rapid phase flip at an energy of

0.1–0.3 PeV.

Note, that the measured dipole amplitudes and phases shown in Fig. 7 only include the statistical

error of the observation. There are many systematic uncertainties that are related to the partial sky

coverage, reconstruction methods, and different analysis methods (see Section 2.2). These factors can
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account for the relative systematic shift of data from observations in the same energy region. However,

it is unlikely that the large deviation from the model prediction (dashed line) can be accounted for by

these systematic errors.

A simple way of reducing the model prediction for the dipole amplitude A1 would be to postulate

a very small local diffusion coefficient [86], much smaller than the one derived, e.g. from Boron–to–

Carbon. While nuclear secondary–to–primary ratios are indeed testing the propagation over kiloparsec

distances, and local structure, like the local bubble (a cavity filled with hot, tenuous gas, extending

to ∼ 100 pc, cf. e.g. the review [78]) could in principle modify the diffusion coefficient locally, it is not

clear whether this would indeed lead to a smaller diffusion coefficient. Another idea would be to reduce

the cosmic ray gradient by modifying cosmic ray escape in the inner Galaxy, e.g. by a much larger rate

of diffusion and escape perpendicular to the Galactic plane [28]. This model has the added benefit

that a smaller cosmic ray gradient is also indicated from observations of diffuse gamma–rays by the

Fermi–LAT experiment [87, 88].

In general, the distribution of cosmic ray sources is not smooth, in particular in our local envi-

ronment. The presence of local and young cosmic ray sources can introduce modulations of phase

and amplitude, even if their individual contribution to the total cosmic ray flux is only subdomi-

nant [25, 27, 29, 31, 30]. However, most of these scenarios discuss dipole modulations from local

sources under the simplifying assumption of isotropic cosmic ray diffusion. This ansatz seems appro-

priate for the prediction of the local cosmic ray density since cosmic ray diffusion from distant sources

typically averages over local properties of the diffusion medium. However, the properties of our local

medium are important in calculating the diffusion dipole (56). Locally, the strength of the turbulent

component magnetic field is smaller than that of the regular component [76]. This indicates a strong

anisotropic diffusion in our local environment. In this case the diffusion tensor reduces to the first

term of Eq. (53), corresponding to a projection of the cosmic ray gradient onto the magnetic field

direction [72, 74, 75, 30, 89, 90].

Indeed, the analysis of Ref. [75] pointed out that the combined anisotropy maps of IceCube at 20 TeV

and Tibet-ASγ at 5 TeV show a close alignment of large–scale features with the local magnetic field

direction inferred from the emission of energetic neutral atoms from the outer heliosphere observed by the

Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) [92]. The emission of energetic neutral atoms is enhanced along

a circular region that defines a magnetic field axis along l ≃ 210.5◦ and b ≃ −57.1◦ with an uncertainty

of ∼ 1.5◦ [91]. This is consistent with the magnetic field direction inferred from the polarization of local

stars within 40 pc with best–fit field direction l ≃ 216.2◦ and b ≃ −49.0◦, and statistical uncertainties

∼ 16◦ [93]. The projection of the cosmic ray gradient onto the local magnetic field can also be responsible
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Figure 9: Summary plot of the reconstructed TeV–PeV dipole components δ⋆
0h

and δ⋆
6h

in the equatorial plane (from

Ref. [90]). The black arrow indicates the Compton–Getting effect from the solar motion with respect to the local

standard of rest that we subtracted from the data following Eq. (60). The declination-averaged data of ARGO-YBJ [60],

Tibet-ASγ [65], and IceCube/IceTop [55, 50] is rescaled following Eq. (25). The result by EAS-TOP [40] was derived by

the East–West method and uses a rescaling factor to account for the relation (23). The numbers attached to the data

indicate the median energy of the bins as log10(Emed/TeV). The colored disks show the 1σ error range. The dashed

line and gray-shaded area indicate the magnetic field direction and its uncertainty (projected onto the equatorial plane)

inferred from IBEX observations [91]. We also indicate the direction towards the Galactic center (GC).
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for the low amplitude of the observed dipole anisotropy in the TeV–PeV range as pointed out in Ref. [74].

In fact, if the orientation of the cosmic ray gradient passes across the magnetic horizon as the cosmic

ray energy changes, the dipole is expected to experience a phase-flip.

Equipped with this list of ideas, we can now re-access the “anisotropy problem” of Fig. 7. Figure 9

shows the reconstructed dipole components (δ⋆0h and δ⋆6h) following Eq. (19) inferred from recent mea-

surements by ARGO-YBJ [60], EAS-TOP [40], IceCube/IceTop [55, 50], and Tibet-ASγ [65] (figure

from Ref. [90]). These observations are derived from declination-averaged data or via the East–West

method (see Section 2.2). To account for systematics errors of these analysis methods, the amplitudes

are rescaled following Eq. (25) or corrected for the effective right ascension step size (23), respectively,

as indicated in the legend (see Ref. [90] for details). The data is also corrected for the Compton–Getting

effect from the motion of the solar system in the local standard of rest, following Eq. (60).

The data in the TeV–PeV energy range clearly shows a trend to align with the local magnetic

field inferred from the IBEX measurement, which is predicted by anisotropic diffusion. Note, that the

Compton–Getting shift in the equatorial plane is only a small correction of the dipole as indicated by

the black arrow in Fig. 9. The shaded circles indicate the statistical uncertainty quoted by experiments.

After rescaling the data and correcting for a Compton–Getting shift, there is still a large systematic

shift between the data sets, in particular at high energy. This can be explained by additional systematic

effects, like the cross talk of multipole moments in a harmonic analysis with a partial sky coverage.

As pointed out in Ref. [90], the dipole data indicates that the cosmic ray gradient below the phase

flip at 100 TeV is oriented towards Galactic longitudes 120◦ � l � 300◦. The Vela SNR (l = 263.9◦,

b = −3.3◦) is one of the closest known SNRs [94] at a distance of about 0.3 kpc [95] and with an age of

about 11 kyr [96]. The estimated ejecta energy is of the order of 1051 erg [97], the required energy scale

if SNRs are the sources of cosmic rays [1, 2]. Using the diffusion kernel (54), one can show that Vela

is expected to be one of the strongest contributors to the cosmic ray anisotropy [31, 90]. For typical

values of the diffusion tensor (assumed to be effectively isotropic over large distance scales) the analysis

of Ref. [90] finds that the Vela SNR naturally dominates the cosmic ray gradient below 100 TeV and its

relative location to the local magnetic field is consistent with the observed dipole phase and phase-flip.

Another important effect is the intermittency of the turbulent magnetic field, in the sense that a

single realisation of the phase–space density f (for a particular realisation of the turbulent field δB)

will deviate from its ensemble average 〈f〉 (in the notation of Sec. 3). This influences macroscopic

observables like the dipole direction and amplitude [74] that get generated only over distances of a few

scattering lengths even if the cosmic ray gradient extends over many coherence lengths of the turbulent

field. In Fig. 10 we show the dipole amplitudes for five different realisations of the turbulent magnetic
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Figure 10: Measured dipole amplitude as a function of cosmic ray energy [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 34, 38, 40, 54, 55].

(Compare with Fig. 7.) The dotted line is the average prediction from an ensemble of source [27]. The open circles,

connected by solid lines show the dipole amplitude computed in Ref. [74] for five different realisations of the turbulent

magnetic field if gradient and B0 directions are at close to 90◦.

field and assuming a cosmic ray gradient almost perpendicular to B0. Interestingly, there are non–

trivial rigidity dependencies. These are due to the fact that the anisotropy for particles of different

rigidities is formed over different distances. Those particles are hence experiencing different effective

regular fields (the sum of the background field plus the average of the large–scale turbulent modes).

This changes the effective projection of the gradient and thus the overall amplitude. Even for purely

turbulent magnetic fields, the dipole direction in a particular realisation of the field is in general not

along the cosmic ray gradient and can be off by as much as 90◦. In addition, the amplitude can be

deviating from its ensemble average rather strongly. We will revisit intermittency effects as a possible

source of the small–scale anisotropies in Sec. 4.4.

4. Interpretations of Small–Scale Sidereal Anisotropies

In the previous section we have discussed the expected anisotropy from the diffusion of cosmic

rays from distant Galactic sources. In the (idealized) case of isotropic scattering of cosmic rays in

magnetic turbulence, the leading order effect is a dipole with amplitude and orientation determined by

the source distribution, the diffusion medium, and the relative motion of the observer. However, recent

observations indicate the presence of significant small–scale anisotropies as shown in Sec. 2. Diffusion is

expected to wash out any memory of the initial direction of cosmic ray trajectories over distances larger
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then the effective scattering length. The appearance of small–scale anisotropies in the arrival direction

of cosmic rays is therefore an indication of a local effect, that is either (though unlikely) related to a

local source or local electromagnetic field configurations. In this section we will discuss various scenarios

that have been proposed as the origin of small–scale features.

A recurring problem in studying the influence of local electromagnetic field configuration on the

arrival direction of cosmic rays is the simulation of cosmic rays propagation in the magnetic turbulence

over large Galactic distances. Ideally, one would want to compute the trajectories of particles from their

source(s) to the observer. The problem here is that given the small size of a typical detector relative

to the system, only a vanishingly small fractions of simulated particles will reach the detection volume

in a finite amount of time. A viable alternative is to give up on simulating the transport from (an)

individual source(s) and instead consider the phase–space density intermediate between source(s) and

the observer as a starting point at earlier time. (Ideally, the results of this approach would not depend

too sensitively on the precise details of the assumed phase–space density, but see below.)

Instead of forward–tracking particles towards the observer, particles are back–tracked from the ob-

server, that is the equation of motions are solved for an oppositely charged particle leaving the observer

in the direction from which a particle would be observed. This is equivalent to reversing the arrow

of time for the original particle, hence the name “back–tracking”. This is done for a number of par-

ticles at least as large as the number of pixels (if an anisotropy map is to be computed), and their

directions at the observer are usually uniformly distributed. Making use of Liouville’s theorem, that is

the conservation of phase–space density along trajectories, we can connect the phase–space density at

observation (the anisotropy map) to the phase–space density assumed at an earlier time. This method

is used frequently in the scenarios discussed below.

4.1. Heliosphere

The possibility that the Galactic cosmic ray anisotropy could be influenced by the heliosphere was

first suggested in Ref. [104]. The authors studied the global anisotropy of cosmic ray arrival directions

in the 10 GeV to 10 TeV energy range by a combination of several declination-averaged anisotropy

measurements. It was argued that the combined large–scale anisotropy could be described by a broad

Galactic deficit region centered at α ≃ 180◦ and δ ≃ 20◦ (“loss–cone” region) and a broad excess region

close to the direction of the heliotail (“tail–in” region) at α ≃ 90◦ and δ ≃ −24◦. Although, the authors

of Ref. [104] did not provide a particular mechanism that explains the large–scale anisotropy from first

principles, the name “tail–in” and “loss-cone” have become synonymous for the large–scale excess and

deficit regions in the anisotropy maps.
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Figure 11: A schematic view of the heliosphere (from Ref. [107]).

Later observations by Tibet-ASγ [35], Milagro [37], and ARGO-YBJ [105] identified narrow excess

regions (regions A and B in Fig. 3) that seem to bracket the direction of the heliotail. The Tibet-

ASγ collaboration showed [106] that the large–scale anisotropy could be modeled by the superposition

of a dipole (“uni–directional flow”) and quadrupole (“bi–directional flow”) component. The remaining

features were described as two excess regions oriented along the hydrogen deflection plane (HDP),

the great circle containing the heliotail and the interstellar magnetic field direction. This was then

interpreted as a lensing effect from coherent magnetic fields in the heliotail with opposite polarity and

orthogonal to the HDP [106]. However, this model is again ad hoc and does not provide an explanation of

the heliospheric magnetic environment and its orientation with respect to the HDP from first principles.

Before we continue the discussion let us briefly review the mechanisms that shape the heliosphere.

For a review on the structure of the heliosphere, see Ref. [108]. Figure 11 shows a schematic view of the

interaction of the interstellar medium with the solar environment (from Ref. [107]). The plasma flow

and with it the frozen–in magnetic field around the Earth is governed by two effects: the interstellar

wind, caused by the motion of the solar system through the interstellar medium, and the solar wind,

the hot coronal plasma continuously launched by the sun at supersonic speeds (up to 800 km s−1 closer

to the poles and in quiet solar conditions) since there is no pressure equilibrium in the solar corona.
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The solar wind is initially radial and discontinuously slows down to subsonic speeds at a distance of

∼ 80 − 90AU (1 AU ≃ 1.5 × 1013 cm), the so–called “termination shock”. At even larger distances,

the heliopause marks the surface inside of which (“inner heliosheath”) the solar flow and magnetic fields

dominate and outside of which (“outer heliosheath”), the interstellar flow and magnetic fields dominate.

Past the termination shock, in the inner heliosheath, the solar wind curves from its radial form, turns

over and flows towards the interstellar downstream direction, the heliotail.

The structure of the magnetic field inside the heliosphere is influenced by the magnetic field structure

launched with the solar wind and by rotation: The sun is rotating with a period of ∼ 25 days and the

rotation axis is misaligned with the magnetic axis. As the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma,

together with the solar wind this leads to a twist of magnetic field lines into the well–known Parker

spiral [109] (see Fig. 11). In one hemisphere, the magnetic field is directed inward and in the other

hemisphere it is directed outward. The transition between both polarity regions is taking place in a

surface which due to the misalignment of rotation and magnetic axis by the so–called tilt–angle takes

a wavy shape: the “wavy heliospheric current sheet”.

At first, it might seem surprising that the heliosphere could imprint itself on TeV cosmic rays. It is

well–known that the solar wind modulates interstellar cosmic ray fluxes only below rigidities of a few GV.

This can be accounted to the fact that nuclear spectra computed from cosmic ray propagation models

fit the observed (solar modulated) spectra reasonably well when the effect of modulation is modeled as

an electro–static potential (“force–field approximation”, [110]) with potentials of a few hundred MeV.

At rigidities of a few GV, the effect is then a few percent at most. This argument does however not

preclude the possibility that the heliosphere could influence the cosmic ray arrival directions even if the

flux remains largely the same. In fact, the gyro–radius of a TV particle in a micro–Gauss magnetic

field, rg ≃ 200 (R/TV)(B/µG)−1 AU is smaller than the heliosphere.

It has been pointed out [111] that the small–scale features in TeV–PeV anisotropy maps, like region

A, could be caused by the typical solar modulation potentials of a few hundred GV. The presence of such

localised electric fields E could be due to the relative velocity v between the interstellar plasma frame

(in which electric fields are shorted out due to the high conductivity of the ISM) and the solar wind,

E = −v×B, where B would be the heliospheric magnetic field. In a magnetic field of 10µG and with

a speed of 10 km s−1 this would generate an electric field of 1.5MV/AU. Most cosmic rays experience

electric fields of different polarities on their way through the heliosphere and thus no net acceleration

or deceleration. Along special direction, however, cosmic rays could experience the same electric field

along a trajectory of order 100AU and thus encounter a potential of, say 150MeV as needed for an

anisotropy level of 10−4 [111]. Turbulence on scales smaller than 100AU would also prevent cosmic rays
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Figure 12: Unipolar regions generated over many periods of the 22 years solar cycle and advected with the solar wind

into the heliotail direction to the left (from Ref. [112]).

to experience the same electric field over distances of 100AU and therefore wash out the effect. This

would be the case at energies lower than ∼ TeV where the gyroradius becomes smaller than the size of

the heliosphere and particle trajectories quickly diverge.

The Sun’s polarity is also reversing every 11 years at the maxima of solar activity, giving rise to a

22 year period, and with the solar wind the different polarity regions are advected into the heliotail.

Coronal regions close to the poles (that is beyond the tilt angle of the current sheet) emit unipolar

regions, especially around solar minimum, whereas around the heliographical equator strongly mixed

domains dominate [112]. In the diverging solar wind past the termination shock, these regions can grow

to maximum sizes of ∼ 200–300 AU; the particular latitudinal structure of these domains is in part

due to the misalignment of the sun’s magnetic and rotational axis and is shown in Fig. 12. With the

solar wind decelerating down the heliotail, the unipolar domains are compressed and regions of opposite

polarity can reconnect. This reconnection has been suggested [113] as the cause of the unusually hard

spectrum of cosmic rays from the directions of the small scale features. This would naturally be able

to accommodate the fact that at least one of these small–scale features is coincident with the heliotail

direction.

It has been observed in MHD simulations of the heliosphere [114] that various plasma instabilities

generate turbulence in the heliotail. The turbulence extends over many hundreds, maybe thousand of

AU downstream into the heliotail before being damped. If the turbulence injection scale is (a few)

hundred AU and the turbulence velocity at the injection scale is of the order of the ISM flow speed

∼ 25km s−1, then turbulence at O(10)AU (resonant with TeV particles in a few µG fields) is super–

Alfvénic and strong, that is δB/B0 � 1, where δB and B0 are the regular and turbulent magnetic

fields strengths. It can be argued [115] that the mean–free path (or scattering length) of TeV particles
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is of the order of the gyroradius, that is much smaller than typically in the ISM. An anisotropic

contribution coming in from the nose direction could thus be “back–scattered” and contribute to an

apparent excess from the heliotail direction. A non–dipolar anisotropy could be due to the fact that

the cosmic ray gradient rapidly changes across the plane perpendicular to the interstellar magnetic

field (IMF)—ultimately a consequence of the inclination of the IMF direction to the heliotail direction

and the transport of turbulence in the heliosphere. Finally, the authors of Ref. [115] also entertain

the possibility that small–scale features can be due to reconstruction errors in the presence of a large

angular gradient in cosmic ray flux.

A much more detailed analysis of how the heliosphere is shaping interstellar cosmic ray anisotropies

is presented in Ref. [116]. Given a state–of–the–art MHD model of the heliosphere [114], particles can

be back–tracked through the heliosphere by solving the Newton equation in the presence of the Lorentz

force term. Liouville’s theorem can then be applied to this set of trajectories, resulting in the cosmic

ray anisotropy map at Earth for an assumed distribution of cosmic ray distribution far enough outside

the heliosphere. (See Sec. 4.4 below for more details on back–tracking, in particular through the ISM.)

The authors discuss three effects which can affect the particle trajectories and therefore influence the

observed anisotropy: (1) acceleration in electric fields, (2) non-uniform pitch–angle scattering along the

regular magnetic field, and (3) drift diffusion perpendicular to the field (“B–cross–gradient” forces).

For the external anisotropy in the interstellar medium the authors of Ref. [116] chose the ansatz

(in the notation of Sec. 3.1) δI ≃ 3p̂ · K · ∇ lnn + A2‖P2(p̂ · B̂) + (r − r⊕) · ∇⊥ lnn with 1/ν⊥ → 0

in the diffusion tensor (53). The first term corresponds to the familiar dipole term and the second

term accounts for a quadrupole along the magnetic field from non-uniform pitch-angle diffusion (see

next section). The last term corresponds to a Taylor expansion in a perpendicular density gradient.

The authors argue that the parallel density gradient is negligible for anisotropic diffusion from a point

source. However, one should keep in mind that the density gradient receives contributions from many

sources. In that case the gradient rather reflects the distribution of sources than the tilted gradient

from a local source. Also, it is unlikely that the local magnetic field is homogeneous up to the position

of sources. See Ref. [44] for the question how on scales larger than the coherence length diffusion can

be isotropic even if locally it is anisotropic.

Fitting to Tibet ASγ data, the free parameters of this model, that is the strength of the interstellar

unipolar and dipolar anisotropies as well as the cosmic ray gradients perpendicular to the interstellar

field can be determined. Temporal variations due to solar cycle variations and effects of the solar

corona’s and inner heliosphere’s magnetic fields are found to be subdominant. The authors argue that

reduced drift diffusion (“B–cross–gradient” forces) in the low magnetic field of the heliotail can lead to
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narrow features that align with the HDP and could be responsible for region A and B seen in anisotropy

maps. There are also additional ring-like features in the plane orthogonal to the interstellar magnetic

field. However, it remains to be seen if the inclusion of a parallel density gradient could have an influence

on these pronounced features.

A complementary approach could be to use forward–tracking of particles from large distance from

the Earth through simulated magnetic fields. (See again Sec. 4.4 for a discussion of the validity of

back–tracking.) In Ref. [117] it is shown that the heliosphere can affect the arrival directions at Earth

although it is not discussed in as much detail as in Ref. [116] which physical process is the origin.

Particles of gyroradii rg ≤ L (where L is the largest scale of turbulence) are affected differently than

those with gyroradii rg > L. Due to the computational expense of forward–tracking compared to back–

tracking there could be systematic uncertainties introduced by the finite size of the detector sphere

(which ideally would be ≪ rg).

In conclusion, the interesting possibility that the heliosphere could influence the arrival directions of

Galactic cosmic rays at TeV energies has been investigated in a variety of studies, ranging from back–of–

the–envelope arguments to Monte Carlo studies using state–of–the-art MHD models of the heliosphere.

Contrary to the usual lore that cosmic rays are affected by the solar wind only below energies of a few

GeV, simple arguments prove that the heliosphere can still influence cosmic ray arrival directions at the

observed level of 10−4. The most intuitive argument for the effect of the heliosphere is the apparent

alignment of the large–scale excess (and a particular small–scale feature) with the heliotail direction in

cosmic ray anisotropy maps below 100 TeV. However, this alignment is not that clearly reproduced in

the numerical models. We therefore turn to other possible explanations for the small–scale anisotropies,

in particular considering effects that are located well outside the heliosphere.

4.2. Non-Uniform Pitch–Angle Diffusion

It is possible to compute the pitch–angle distribution from quasi–linear theory (see Sec. 3), given

a specific turbulence model. For example, it was shown [118] that an anisotropy at the source can be

sustained in the presence of a non–uniform pitch–angle diffusion coefficient Dµµ, i.e. Dµµ/(1 − µ2) �=
const. (cf. Eq. (40)), that strongly peaks close to µ = 1 (also around µ = −1 and 0). Such a peak results,

for instance, for resonant interaction of cosmic rays with Alfvénic Goldreich–Sridhar [119] turbulence.

The evolution of the pitch–angle distribution is then described by the usual Fokker–Planck equation in

µ and assuming the narrow feature to be relatively weak, it can be solved with a perturbative approach.

The result is a pitch–angle distribution that is in fact exhibiting a very narrow feature close to µ = 1,

in width and amplitude in agreement with region A (see Sec. 2 above). The angular size of the small–
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scale feature and its relative amplitude (with respect to the large–scale anisotropy) are set by the same

parameter l, the maximum wavelength, that the cosmic rays interact with. Requiring stability of the

narrow feature in pitch–angle with respect to self–excited waves allows inferring a maximum energy of

the feature of 10TeV (for a median energy of 1TeV) that is consistent with the cut–off energy observed

by Milagro in region A [37].

Connecting all three observables (angular size, relative amplitude and cut–off energy) with one

physical scale obviously makes this model very attractive. However, generically the narrow feature

would be expected to coincide with the minimum of the large–scale distribution which is not observed.

An additional source of a large–scale cosmic ray gradient would not help because in anisotropic diffusion

the maximum/minimum of the large scale distribution are always aligned with the local magnetic field

direction (at least in the ensemble average, see Sec. 4.4 below). Furthermore, with observational evidence

that the small–scale anisotropies are not composed of one or a few isolated narrow features, but that

there is structure on all angular scales, anisotropic turbulence is probably not the last word on the

origin of the small–scale anisotropies.

Non–uniform pitch–angle diffusion can also modify the large–scale anisotropy from a pure dipole,

which can be seen by considering the higher–order terms of the Legendre series in µ for the anisotropy.

A detailed study [120] has been carried out, computing in quasi–linear theory [3, 4, 5, 6] the anisotropy

(necessarily axisymmetric around the background field) resulting from pitch–angle scattering along a

magnetic flux tube containing the observer. Various turbulence models were considered: anisotropic

Goldreich–Sridhar [119] with different parameterizations of the anisotropy and isotropic fast–mode

turbulence, in both cases with two different resonance functions. For a large set of Alfvén speeds and

ratios of particle gyroadius to outer scale of turbulence (a proxy for the particle rigidity) the large–scale

anisotropy is not dipolar but has much broader maxima and minima (along the magnetic field direction)

and wider regions of zero relative cosmic ray intensity (approximately perpendicular to the magnetic

field direction). This is primarily due to a peak of the scattering rate Dµµ/(1 − µ2) around µ ≈ 0. It

was further found that Goldreich–Sridhar turbulence with a particular parameterization of the power

spectrum [121] and with a resonance function that takes into account focussing and defocussing of the

local magnetic field results in the best fit to IceTop data [55], able to reproduce the narrowing of the

observed large–scale deficit from 2PeV to 400TeV.

4.3. Non-Diffusive Galactic Cosmic Ray Transport

Non-diffusive transport of cosmic rays over distances much larger than the size of the heliosphere

was first considered by Ref. [122] as an explanation of the excess region A. The authors entertained the
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idea that a small–scale excess of cosmic rays could originate from a nearby supernova remnant, possibly

the one associated with the Geminga pulsar, that would stream along magnetic flux tubes. The close

proximity of the observed local regular magnetic field with the direction of region A would support

this idea. However, scatter–free particle streaming on distances of the order of 100 pc is unfeasible, as

was pointed out in Ref. [123]. Rather, the observed anisotropy should be that of a large–scale dipole

oriented along the magnetic field direction as discussed in Sec. 3.3.

If pitch–angle scattering were not the dominant transport process, cosmic rays would stream along

magnetic flux tubes and the pitch–angle would change while conserving the first adiabatic invariant

∝ p2⊥/B if changes in the field were small over the size of a gyroradius. If a point source was situated

behind a magnetic mirror, the decrease in the field experienced by cosmic rays passing through the

mirror and streaming away would lead to a focussing of cosmic rays into a cone around the magnetic

field direction [123]. If this was the source of region A, its alignment with the heliotail would be purely

coincidental. Over long enough timescales, such a phase–space configuration would generate turbulence

by the streaming instability [124], so for it to survive, the source would need to be relatively close to

the observer (unless there is strong Landau or ion–neutral damping).

Other magnetic field configurations can also distort the image of near-by sources. The authors of

Ref. [125] discuss the effect of magnetic lenses that consist of axial symmetric magnetic field loops.

In principle, these configurations can make anisotropies appear larger or smaller, depending on the

orientation of the magnetic field. Analogous to magnetic mirrors, these configurations can only have

an effect if they appear within the scattering length from turbulent magnetic fields. In fact, turbulence

itself is expected to generate magnetic mirrors and lenses close to the observer and can distort the image

of the large–anisotropy. We will return to this point in the next section.

A setup [126] that combines elongated regions of purely coherent and regions of purely turbulent

magnetic fields can be considered a variation on this theme. (The observational evidence for the exis-

tence of such structures though is missing.) While in the purely turbulent region, transport is considered

diffusive, particles can leak into the purely coherent field regions and then propagate essentially bal-

listically. As cosmic rays are not scattering back out of the purely coherent field regions, this leads to

enhanced cosmic ray flux with respect to the purely turbulent field regions. The authors of Ref. [126]

argue that a two–dimensional slice through their three-dimensional simulation volume can be mapped to

the sky observed from Earth, but this seems far from obvious, given that the size of a putative detector

will most likely be much smaller than the cross–sectional area of any one coherent field region. Also,

the stability of such a purely coherent field region with respect to the cosmic ray streaming instability

needs exploring.
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Another (trivial) form of non–diffusive cosmic ray transport is the case of neutral messengers. The

authors of Ref. [123] consider the possibility that the small–scale features with relative excess of order

10−4 could be due to secondary neutrons produced in nearby clumps of matter. However, while the

energy–dependence ∝ E−1 of the decay rate could explain the relatively hard spectrum observed for

features like region A or B, the needed intensity enhancement compared to the ambient medium is of

the order of 106. Such a high–density clump could not be a caustic produced by gravitational focussing

of the Sun and would have also likely been observed in gas surveys of the local interstellar medium.

On the other hand, residual γ-rays of strong Galactic sources, e.g. the Crab pulsar wind nebula or the

Cygnus region are clearly visible in many TeV anisotropy maps from extended air-shower observatories

and have to be treated with some care.

4.4. Small–Scale Anisotropy induced by Magnetic Turbulence

In the previous section we have already encountered the idea that special electromagnetic field

configuration (mirrors and lenses) at a distance closer than the effective scattering length of magnetic

turbulence could lead to distortions of large scale anisotropies. The heliosphere was considered to be the

source of these distortions. Some alignments of small–scale structure with the orientation of the heliotail

seem to support this idea. Turbulent magnetic fields, which are the source of cosmic ray diffusion in the

first place, have also been considered as a possible source of small–scale anisotropies, as first proposed

in the seminal paper by Giacinti & Sigl [127].

In general, the small–scale magnetic field that is determining the phase–space density is unknown.

Therefore, the phase–space density can only be predicted as an average over a statistical ensemble of

random small–scale magnetic fields, characterized for instance by its power spectrum. It is usually

assumed that cosmic rays that have diffused over distances larger than the coherence length of the

turbulent magnetic field have been subject to many different field configurations, such that by ergodicity

arguments their phase–space density is close to the average over the ensemble of turbulent magnetic

fields, denoted in the following by 〈. . .〉. This is however not quite correct in that ergodicity only

guarantees that the spatially averaged phase–space density is close to the ensemble average. Therefore,

at any one point the phase–space density f = 〈f〉 + δf can deviate from the ensemble average, 〈f〉.
The angular variations of δf also do not necessarily follow those of 〈f〉. This is the central idea for

explaining small–scale anisotropies by magnetic turbulence. As we will discuss below, the anisotropy

pattern observed at one particular position is a reflection of the particular realisation of the local

turbulent magnetic field and has been generated over the last few scattering times before observation.

According to Liouville’s theorem we can relate the local (i.e. r = r⊕) phase–space density f(t, r⊕,p)
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Figure 13: Sketch of particle back–tracking in a turbulent magnetic field. For simplicity, we do not consider the presence

of a regular magnetic field. In that case, the cosmic ray back–tracking “flow” starts ballistic νT ≪ 1 (left panel), remains

laminar for νT ≃ 1 (middle panel), and starts to become turbulent for νT ≫ 1 (right panel).

to the contribution back–tracked along cosmic ray trajectories to an arbitrary time t− T ,

f(t, r⊕,p) = f(t− T, r(t− T ),p(t− T )) . (63)

This technique was already applied in the studies presented in the previous section discussing the effect

of the heliosphere. In that case, the natural choice of the back–tracking time T was provided by the

time-scales required to leave the influence of the heliosphere and the external anisotropy was considered

a large scale anisotropy of the form

4πf(t− T, r(t− T ),p(t− T )) ≃ φ+ (ri(t− T )− r⊕)·∇φ− 3p̂i(t− T )·K·∇φ . (64)

In principle, the same technique can be applied to the case of small–scale anisotropies from local

turbulence. The appropriate choice of the back–tracking time T is here the effective scattering time-

scale 1/ν of magnetic turbulence.

The formation of small–scale anisotropies can be understood in the following thought experiment:

Assume a homogeneous, but anisotropic dipolar state [128]. This means the phase–space density is the

same at every point in space, but its angular dependence is ∝ (p̂ ·Φ). We also assume, for simplicity,

that the magnetic field is dominated by turbulence. We now back–track particles from the observer for

a fixed amount of time T (see Fig. 13) and exploit Liouville’s theorem to compute the anisotropy map

from the set of trajectories and the assumed distribution. This is equivalent of preparing the system

into the initial state of the assumed distribution and then observing the anisotropy a time T later at

the position of the observer.

At early times, Tν ≪ 1, (cf. middle panel of Fig. 13) the back–tracked particles will have travelled

away from the observer only ballistically and the observed sky map will be the same as the assumed
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Figure 14: Simulated relative intensity maps after subtraction of the dipole. In the left, middle and right column, the

initial gradient condition is enforced on spheres of radii of 100, 50 and 25 pc, respectively; the top and bottom row are

for particles of rigidities of 10 and 50PV, respectively. Note that the assumed gradient is rather large and that rescaling

also to TeV energies would bring the amplitude down to ∼ 10−3. From Ref. [127].

dipole. However, as Tν becomes larger (cf. middle panel of Fig. 13; the details depend on the scales and

strength of the turbulent field), the anisotropy map will show the first small–scale structures: Particles

will have travelled sufficiently far, that particles sent out back–tracking into very different directions

will have experienced different magnetic fields and their momenta will lose correlation. (Compare the

red with the blue trajectory in the middle panel of Fig. 13.) However, neighboring cosmic rays (cf.

the red and orange trajectory) will have experienced similar magnetic configurations and their moment

correlate over much larger times. On average, the strength of correlation is expected to decrease with

the opening angle of initial momenta. This argument indicates the power of small–scale anisotropy

induced by turbulence should experience a hierarchical structure [128].

Simulation. The authors of Ref. [127] supported their idea with numerical simulations of cosmic ray

maps computed by backtracking cosmic rays through a particular realization of a turbulent magnetic

field, with an outer scale of 150 pc and
√
〈B2〉 = 4µG. In Fig. 14 we show their simulated relative

intensity maps for different rigidities and different initial conditions. It can be clearly seen that the

transport of cosmic rays through a particular realization of the turbulent magnetic field generates power

on small scales even though the distribution was isotropic initially, but with a cosmic ray gradient. Other

numerical studies [127, 129, 130, 131] find similar sky maps although it can be difficult to compare them

because of the widely varying assumptions.

While the basic idea of simulating the small–scale anisotropy from turbulence via back–tracking is

rather straight–forward, a variety of prescriptions have been adopted for the back–tracking time T and

corresponding initial condition: The initial phase–space density can be assumed at a fixed distance
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from the observer, and the back–tracking of particles is stopped as soon as they cross this sphere

the first time [127, 131]. Note that in general the different particles cross this sphere at different

times. Alternatively, the backtracking can be stopped after a fixed propagation time [129]. After

large propagation times, deep in the diffusive regime, the particles will be approximately drawn from

a multivariate Gaussian centered on the observer. We here take the view that, conceptually, the latter

option is more transparent, as this corresponds to the forward propagation of particles for a fixed

amount of time from a prepared initial distribution. Also, the form of the initial distribution function

can be different, e.g. inhomogeneous, isotropic [127, 129] or homogeneous, anisotropic [131] (cf. also the

thought experiment in Ref. [128]).

A convenient way to quantify the statistical properties of the sky maps is via the angular power

spectrum of the cosmic ray phase–space density f(t, r,p) defined as

Cℓ =
1

4π

∫
dp̂1

∫
dp̂2Pℓ(p̂1 ·p̂2)f1f2 , (65)

where p̂i denotes a unit vector of pi and Pℓ are Legendre polynomials of degree ℓ. This definition is

equivalent to the one in Eq. (29). Here and in the following we use the abbreviation fi = f(t, r⊕,pi)

for the local phase–space density. Note that in the standard diffusion theory (cf. Sec. 3), only 〈f〉 can

be predicted and therefore only 〈f1〉〈f2〉 contributes to the angular power spectrum. Instead we here

study the average angular power spectrum computed from 〈f1f2〉 which is larger than 〈f1〉〈f2〉 if f1 and

f2 are correlated. Scattering by local turbulence is providing just this correlation.

According to Liouville’s theorem we can relate the local (i.e. r = r⊕) phase–space density fi =

f(t, r⊕,pi) to the contribution backtracked along cosmic ray trajectories to an arbitrary time,

4πfi ≃ 4πδf(t− T, ri(t− T ),pi(t− T )) + φ+ (ri(t− T )− r⊕)·∇φ− 3p̂i(t− T )·K·∇φ , (66)

where φ and ∇φ denotes the local cosmic ray density and gradient and ri(t− T ) and pi(t− T ) are the

position and momentum of a cosmic ray (that is at position ri(t) = r⊕ and p̂i(t) = p̂i at time t) after

backtracking for a time T . Now, in the limit of large T the right–hand side of Eq. (66) is dominated by

the third term scaling with the position of the particle. Also, for two momenta p1 �= p2 we can assume

that the ensemble–average of fluctuations are uncorrelated, 〈δf1(t− T )δf2(t− T )〉 ≃ 0, for sufficiently

large backtracking times when the cosmic ray trajectories eventually separate. In the degenerate case

p1 = p2 the two backtracked cosmic ray trajectories stay correlated over arbitrarily long backtracking

times. It is sufficient for the later discussion to assume that 〈(δf(t− T ))2〉 remains finite. We can then

express the multipole spectrum of the ensemble–averaged relative intensity as the limit

1

4π
〈Cℓ〉 ≃

∫
dp̂1

4π

∫
dp̂2

4π
Pℓ(p̂1 ·p̂2) lim

T→∞
〈d1i(t− T )d2j(t− T )〉∂in∂jn

n2
, (67)
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∂i being shorthand for ∂/∂xi and d1 = r1 − r⊕, etc.

A few comments are in order. Firstly, the ensemble average of the two back–tracked trajectories can

be expressed as

〈d1i(t− T )d2j(t− T )〉 = 〈d1i(t− T )〉〈d2j(−T )〉+ 〈δd1i(t− T )δd2j(t− T )〉 , (68)

with δd1i(t−T ) = d1i(t−T )−〈d1i(t−T )〉, etc. The first term in Eq. (68) corresponds to the contribution

from standard diffusion theory. In general, it is given in the form Cℓ =
∑ℓ

m=−ℓ |〈aℓm〉|2/(2ℓ + 1) and

expected to be dominated by the diffusive dipole. The additional contribution is expected from the

variance 〈δd1i(t− T )δd2j(t− T )〉 of the particle trajectories.

Secondly, the ℓ ≥ 1 multipole spectrum is generated through relative diffusion. As discussed in

Ref. [129], the sum of multipoles ℓ ≥ 1 is given by

1

4π

∑

ℓ≥1

(2ℓ+ 1)〈Cℓ〉(T ) ≃ 2TK̃s
ij

∂in∂jn

n2
, (69)

where K̃s is the symmetric part of the relative diffusion tensor, i.e. diffusion of particle separations

∆r12 ≡ r1 − r2,

K̃s
ij =

∫
dp̂1

4π

∫
dp̂2

4π
lim
T→∞

1

4T

〈
∆r12i(t− T )∆r12j(t− T )

〉
. (70)

For uncorrelated particle trajectories this expression reduces to the normal diffusion tensor. However,

particle trajectories with small relative opening angle will follow similar trajectories and the relative

contribution (70) remains small over long time scales. Note that the multipoles in Eq. (67) are expected

to be finite in the limit of large backtracking times since particle trajectories with arbitrarily small

opening angles will eventually become uncorrelated, 〈r1i(t− T )r2j(t− T )〉 → 0.

Lastly, only for a statistically isotropic, Gaussian random field does the angular power spectrum

contain all statistically meaningful information. Given that the anisotropy maps are likely neither,

we would therefore miss information (contained in the individual aℓm’s) when comparing the power

spectrum of simulated maps with measured ones. In addition, comparing simulated Cℓ to measured

ones with limited sky coverage introduces additional problems, e.g. because for cut skies the Cℓ’s are

correlated and might not be faithfully reconstructed under the assumption of statistically isotropic,

Gaussian maps.

In the following we illustrate the general trends in the computed angular power spectrum Eq. (67)

based on the results of Ref. [129] (cf. also Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref. [131]). The magnetic field is the

superposition of a regular field B0 and a turbulent field δB with σ2 ≡ 〈δB2〉/B2
0 = 1. The adopted

power spectrum is ∝ (1 + (kLc)
γ)−1 [132] with 2π/k ∈ [λmin, λmax] and a coherence length Lc. With

Lc ≃ 100 pc [133], the gyroradius of 0.1Lc corresponds to rigidities of ∼ 30PV in a 3µG field [76].
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C1 for 〈 f 〉
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〈Cℓ〉 (2 ≤ ℓ≤ 9)

N (large-T noise)

Figure 15: The evolution of the ensemble–averaged power spectrum (67) for a cosmic ray gradient parallel (solid lines)

and perpendicular (dotted lines) to the regular magnetic field for a turbulence model discussed in the main text (from

Ref. [129]). The lines show the dipole 〈C1〉 (black), monopole 〈C0〉 (blue), medium-ℓ multipoles (green), asymptotic noise

level (71) (red), and the dipole prediction of standard diffusion (magenta).

Figure 16 shows the power spectrum of Eq. (67) at different backtracking times determined via a

multipole expansion of simulated relative intensity sky maps [129]. The results are shown for the case of

a cosmic ray gradient parallel (solid lines) and perpendicular (dotted lines) to B0. We first focus on the

dipole result with ℓ = 1. The magenta lines show the contribution of the standard dipole anisotropy,

which can be reproduced via Eq. (67) after replacing 〈d1id2j〉 → 〈d1i〉〈d2j〉. On the other hand, the

evolution of the ensemble–averaged dipole of Eq. (67) is shown via black lines. It can be seen that the

standard dipole estimate is in general smaller, as expected from our earlier arguments. In the case of

perpendicular diffusion (dotted lines), the relative difference is about one order of magnitude for the

particular set of model parameters used in Ref. [129].

The green lines in Fig. 16 show the multipole power for 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 9. Note that at large times the

high-ℓ components in the multipole expansion are dominated by simulation noise, due to the finite

number of trajectories sampling the sky maps. The noise level can be estimated for large backtracking
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Figure 16: The estimated power spectrum, Ĉℓ = 〈Cℓ〉 − N (normalized to Ĉ1), for parallel (filled red diamonds) and

perpendicular (filled green triangles) cosmic ray gradient for the simulation shown in Fig. 15 at a backtracking time

ΩT = 100 (from Ref. [129]). The power spectra derived by IceCube [42] (blue open circles) and HAWC [43] (magenta

open squares) are rescaled for a better comparison of the high-ℓ spectrum. The different noise level of the data is estimated

via Eq. (32) and indicated as dotted lines. The three gray lines correspond to the prediction of a relative scattering term

νr(x) ∝ (1− x)p in Eq. (77) for three different values of p.

times T as pixel shot noise [129]

N ≃ 4π

Npix

2TKs
ij

∂in∂jn

n2
, (71)

and is indicated as red lines in Fig. 15. The noise level clearly influences the level of high-ℓ multipoles

(green lines) in the map. The true power spectrum can then be estimated via Ĉℓ = 〈Cℓ〉 − N and the

variance (excluding cosmic variance) is approximated by var(Ĉℓ) ≃ 2N 2/(2ℓ + 1), see e.g. [134]. The

noise–corrected power spectrum is shown in Fig. 16 at a backtracking time ΩT = 100, corresponding

to the time scale of the transition into the diffusion regime (cf. Fig. 15). We normalize the estimators

Ĉℓ to the dipole Ĉ1.

Figure 16 also shows the re-normalized power spectrum of IceCube and HAWC, that we already

showed in Fig. 8. As discussed in Sec. (2.2), the sensitivity of experimental data to high-ℓ multipoles

is also limited by shot noise, estimated by Eq. (32). This is indicated as dotted lines in the plot. After

rescaling, the simulation agrees well with the high-ℓ IceCube and HAWC data. Note that, as pointed

out earlier, the limited field of view of the observatories introduces additional systematic errors, in

particular for low-ℓ multipoles, which are not included in the error bars of Fig. 16.
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Figure 17: Back–tracked cosmic ray trajectories for different cosmic ray momenta at t = t⊕. For similar arrival directions

and small back–tracking times T , the cosmic rays experience correlated magnetic environments that result in similar

trajectories. A strong correlation is expected to prevail over longer back–tracking times, the closer the observed momenta.

The general trend is that of a falling angular power spectrum with a marked convex shape, see

Fig. 16. Mathematically, the formation of the angular power spectrum (cf. the thought experiment

outlined above) can be described as a system of differential equations for the Ĉℓ with mixing between

the different Ĉℓ induced by the different rotations of particle momenta at different positions. It can be

shown under simplifying assumptions [128, 129] that the angular power spectrum reaches an asymptotic

shape with the type of convex shape reproduced in the numerical studies.

It has been claimed [131] that the angular power spectrum is observed to be energy–dependent,

with the spectrum being markedly flatter at lower energies. Given that the gyroradius is at the inner

turbulence scale in two of the three setups of Ref. [131] this could however also be an effect of the

limited dynamical range of the magnetic field used.

Generalized BGK Formalism. In Section (3) we outlined a derivation of the effective scattering term of

the ensemble–averaged collisionless Boltzmann equation. We can apply an analogous formalism to the

evolution of the ensemble–averaged product 〈f1f2〉 following

∂t〈f1f2〉 = −〈L1 + L2〉〈f1f2〉 − 〈(δL1 + δL2)F12〉 . (72)

Here, we have defined the quantity F12 = f1f2 − 〈f1f2〉, which vanishes in the ensemble average, and

introduced the Liouville operators L1 and L2 that are identical to the definition of Eq. (35), but only

act on the phase–space densities f1 or f2, respectively. From (72) and ∂t(f1f2) = −(L1 + L2)f1f2 we

can derive the evolution of the quantity F12 as

∂tF12 = −(L1 + L2)F12 − (δL1 + δL2)〈f1f2〉+ 〈(δL1 + δL2)F12〉 . (73)
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Following the same line of arguments as in Section (3) we can then derive a leading-order solution for

the scattering term in (72) as

〈(δL1 + δL2)F12〉 ≃ −
〈
(δL1 + δL2)

t∫

−∞

dt′[(δL1 + δL2)〈f1f2〉]P1(t′)&P2(t′)

〉
, (74)

where [·]P1(t′)&P2(t′) indicates that the quantity is evaluated along the two particle trajectories, as indi-

cated in Fig. 17.

Following Ref. [129], we now look for the power spectrum of a stationary solution of Eq. (72). The

first term on the right hand side of Eq. (72) consists of a global rotation (which does not contribute to

the power spectrum) and a gradient term that is dominated by the 〈f1〉〈f2〉 contribution,

(p̂1 ·∇1 + p̂2 ·∇2)〈f1f2〉 ≃ − 3

(4π)2
p̂1 ·∇φ p̂2 ·K·∇φ+ (1 ↔ 2) . (75)

The scattering term (74) is approximated by a BGK-type ansatz [73] as in Eq. (44),

〈(δL1 + δL2)F12〉 ≃ −
[
νr(x)

L2
1 + L2

2

2
+ νc(x)J

2

]
〈f1f2〉 , (76)

with x = p̂1 ·p̂2 and total angular momentum operator J = L1 + L2. The BGK-type scattering rates,

νr and νc, correspond to the relative and correlated rotation of particle momenta, respectively, along

the trajectories and are expected to have different dependencies on the initial opening angle arccos(x)

(cf. Fig. 17). The correlation proportional to νr(x) does not contribute to the stationary power spectrum

as discussed in Ref. [129]. It can then be shown [129] that with ansatz (76), the stationary average Cℓ

spectrum is given by

Cℓ =
3

2

Q1

ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

1∫

−1

dx
xPℓ(x)

νr(x)
, (77)

where Q1 = Ks
ij∂iφ∂jφ/(6π) corresponds to the effective dipole source term.

Cosmic rays observed from similar directions will separate relative late in back–tracking, as indicated

in Fig. 17. For identical momenta, p1 = p2, the relative scattering rate should vanish completely. This

can be seen from the thought experiment that we discussed earlier [128], following the time evolution

of a homogeneous and anisotropic initial phase–space density f in a turbulent magnetic field. It can be

shown [128] that the phase–space density in this special setup obeys ∂t
∫
dp̂〈f 2(t, r,p)〉 = 0 and this

implies
∫
dp̂νr(1)L

2〈f 2(t, r,p)〉 = 0 and, therefore, νr(1) = 0.

The x-dependence of the relative scattering rate νr(x) can be estimate via a simple geometrical

argument. Two cosmic rays back–tracked under a small opening angle will only slowly separate with

a reduced relative velocity ∆v ∼
√
2(1− x) as long as both particles are experiencing a strongly
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correlated magnetic field (cf. Fig. 17). Locally, this can therefore be treated via the ansatz νr(x) ∝
√
1− x. However, to allow for a weaker or stronger x-dependence, Ref. [128] considers the general form

νr(x) ∝ (1 − x)p, with 0 < p < 1. Figure 16 shows examples of the power spectrum (77) for the three

cases p = 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3.

Validity of Liouville’s Theorem. Recently, the validity of Liouville’s theorem has been questioned in the

context of the validity of back–tracking particles through turbulent magnetic fields [131, 117]. Liouville’s

theorem states that under certain conditions the convective derivative of phase–space density vanishes,

meaning that the phase–space density along any trajectory remains constant. (Together with the

conservation of particle number, conservation of density is therefore also equivalent to conservation of

phase space volume along any trajectory.) Liouville’s theorem follows from the divergence theorem,

which assumes conservation of particles, so absence of sources or sinks, and Hamilton’s equations,

meaning that the p–divergence of the force term vanishes, ∇pF = 0 which is equivalent to demanding

conservative, differentiable forces. The latter in particular implies the absence of collisions. Specifically

the Lorentz–force fulfills Liouville’s theorem: While the force depends on the velocity, it is not p–

divergent. Even small–scale turbulence does not change this: If there is a smallest turbulent scale, the

magnetic field is always differentiable and so is the Lorentz–force.

In Ref. [131, 117], the authors numerically check whether the computed trajectories preserve the

magnetic moment (also known as the first adiabatic invariant in plasma physics) and conclude that

depending on conservation or non–conservation Liouville’s theorem is satisfied or violated, respectively.

However, the validity of Liouville’s theorem is not equivalent to the conservation of the first adiabatic

invariant. The pitch–angle scattering does not conserve the magnetic moment, as a particle must

experience a force coherently over (many) gyrations before it “scatters”. Cosmic rays in the situations

in question (ISM, interplanetary medium) are a collisionless plasma, i.e. the collision length is much

larger than the size of the system (the Galaxy, the solar system). The presence of a magnetic field does

not change that. Cosmic rays resonantly interacting with a turbulent B-field, will “scatter”, but this

only refers to a continuous change of their momenta.

Trajectories of charged particles in a turbulent magnetic field exhibit a certain level of chaos: The

position of a particle in phase space becomes very quickly very dependent on its initial position. This

chaotic behavior does however not violate the determinism of Hamiltonian dynamics: Liouville’s theo-

rem also applies to chaotic systems. A “collision” term, such as the BGK ansatz (42), is only an effective

term that approximates the propagation of charged particles in turbulent magnetic fields. As we illus-

trated in Sec. 3, the term that is replaced by the BGK ansatz is derived from Liouville’s theorem in the
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first place. We conclude that Liouville’s theorem is valid and can be used to compute the anisotropy

maps unless non–conservative forces (e.g. energy losses), sources, or sinks are considered.

In above discussion, we have ignored the presence of sources and considered the generation of small–

scale anisotropies locally, that is on scales of a few scattering lengths and therefore smaller than the scales

on which the gradient develops. This can be justified as the formation of the gradient is taking place

over many scattering lengths and possibly also coherence lengths of the magnetic field. Nevertheless, one

might wonder if sources or sinks (which are not present in the approach based on Liouville’s theorem)

could alter the picture. This question has been investigated [130] in a specific setup where particles

are injected on a sphere of radius Rinj and either reach the detector sphere of radius Rdet or escape at

Resc with Rdet < Rinj < Resc. This setup produces large– and small–scale anisotropies in the arrival

directions at Rdet even for a random, but uniformly distributed injection at Rinj. The anisotropies are

therefore a consequence of the non–uniform initial distribution of particles that reach Rdet or again of

the ensemble fluctuations of the local magnetic field. For Resc ≃ 2Rinj ∼ 0.1 − 100L (where L is the

outer scale of turbulence) the anisotropy level is O(1), much higher than observed at PeV energies. It

is not obvious how this would change when scaling the geometry to a more realistic, Galactic setup.

4.5. Exotic Scenarios

So far, we have only considered scenarios that describe the small–scale anisotropies as a result of

cosmic ray source distributions and electromagnetic field configurations. Some authors have speculated

that the small–scale anisotropy, in particular region A first observed by Milagro [37], could originate

via exotic scenarios. One of these scenarios [135] considers the emission of strangelets via the collapse

of a neutron stars to a more compact astrophysical object consisting of strange quark matter.

Using energy and symmetry arguments, it has been speculated [136, 137, 138] that strange quark

matter, a hypothetical form of matter with roughly equal numbers of up (u), down (d), and strange

(s) quarks, could be the true ground state of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). For a plasma of

quarks in thermodynamical equilibrium it might be energetically preferable to condense into a phase

containing strange quarks instead of ordinary matter with neutrons (udd) and protons (uud). Lumbs

of strange quark matter, so-called stranglets, can have a large atomic mass number A and charge Z.

Classical strangelets have a quark charge Z ∼ 0.1A for low mass numbers (A ≪ 700). For total quark

charges exceeding Z ∼ α−1 ∼ 137 strong field QED corrections lead to screening and Z ∼ 8A1/3

(A ≫ 700) [138]. It has also been speculated that color and flavor symmetries at high baryon densities

might be broken simultaneously by the condensation of quark Cooper pairs [139]. In this scenario, the

“color-flavor-locked” strangelets have charges of Z ∼ 0.3A2/3 [140].
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Now, the model of Ref. [135] considers the acceleration of intermediate-mass stranglets (A ≃ 103)

in the rapid transition of a neutron star to a strange star. If the ejecta reach bulk Lorentz factors of

the order of Γ ≃ 10, the strangelets will reach energies of the order of 10 TeV. These strangelets could

be misidentified as high energy cosmic rays in extend air shower observatories. Similar to ordinary

cosmic rays, the high charge of the strangelets would scramble the arrival direction and only contribute

to large–scale anisotropy features. However, if the neutron star is close or embedded in the dense

molecular cloud, the strangelets passing the cloud can become neutral by electron capture or spallation.

From that moment the neutral strangelets propagates undeflected in Galactic magnetic fields and could

be visible as small–scale features, corresponding to the projected size of the molecular cloud onto the

sky. The authors of Ref. [135] argue that the hotspot region A is located close to the Taurus molecular

cloud, a star-forming region at a distance of 140 pc, which could be responsible for the feature.

Another study [141] argues that the annihilation in close dark matter (DM) sub-halos could be

responsible for small–scale features. Dark matter annihilation can proceed via various channels, that

lead to the production of cosmic rays (nuclei and leptons), gamma rays, and neutrinos. In general, the

DM halo is expected to peak close to the Galactic Center. The emitted hadronic cosmic rays would

diffuse through the Galactic environment and would only contribute to the large–scale anisotropy. The

authors of Ref. [141] consider the case that a DM sub-halo with mass of the order of 106M⊙ exists

within 100 pc of the solar system and close to a magnetic stream that maps the cosmic ray arrival

directions onto region A. This model is very similar to that considered in Refs. [122], including its

problems mentioned in Section 4.3. Here, however, the source of cosmic rays is not an ordinary cosmic

ray accelerator, but the DM annihilation in the sub-halo.

In general, the cosmic ray spectrum of DM annihilation will show a sharp cutoff close to the DM

mass mDM and can be harder than typical astrophysical spectra. This is consistent with the energy

spectrum of region A reported by the Milagro [37] and HAWC [43]. Ref. [141] shows that the spectrum

can be reproduced by DM in the mass range of 30 TeV � mDM � 200 TeV with annihilation channels

into electroweak bosons (W+W− or Z0Z0) and bottom quarks (bb). These multi-TeV DM models have

a natural Sommerfeld-enhanced annihilation cross section due to electroweak boson exchange. Besides

the general problem of cosmic ray transport described by Ref. [122], the DM sub-halo scenario will

also contribute to other channels. The authors of Ref. [141] have argued that anti-proton bounds

from PAMELA and ARGO-YBJ and gamma-ray bounds from Fermi and HESS are consistent with

the emission. Future observatories like HAWC or CTA would have the ability to test the gamma-ray

emission of the sub-halo.
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5. Summary and Outlook

We have reviewed the observation and interpretation of small–scale anisotropies in the arrival di-

rections of cosmic rays. These subtle features have only become accessible in recent years due to the

increased event statistics and improved angular resolution of ground–based cosmic ray observatories.

Typically, these results are quantified in terms of a harmonic analysis of two-dimensional relative in-

tensity maps. We have highlighted that the various methods used by observatories do not always yield

the same result and need to be rescaled to connect to predictions. Moreover, due to the subtleties of

the reconstruction of relative intensity maps, observatories are not sensitive to anisotropies aligned with

Earth’s rotation axis.

Standard diffusion theory predicts the emergence of large–scale anisotropies that are related to the

distribution of sources, the properties of the diffusion medium, or the relative motion of the observer.

For completeness, we have summarized the well–known formalism that predicts a cosmic ray dipole

anisotropy based on these quantities. Experimental observations correspond to the projection of the

cosmic ray dipole anisotropy onto the equatorial plane that can be parametrized by the projected

amplitude and a phase. We argue that the strong energy–dependence of the dipole amplitude and

phase observed by various recent measurements can be understood in the context of standard diffusion

theory.

On the other hand, the appearance of strong small–scale anisotropies in relative intensity maps is

somewhat surprising. Classical scenarios can account for small–scale features via electromagnetic mech-

anisms in the local environment, i.e. within the typical scattering length of diffusion. One possibility

consists of dynamical effects of the magnetic plasma in the heliosphere, that create electric potentials

or magnetic reconnection. Particle acceleration in these localized environments can create intensity

hot-spots that align with features of the heliosphere, e.g. the heliotail. Static configurations of mag-

netic fields can introduce magnetic mirrors and lenses that distort the large–scale arrival direction of

cosmic rays. Possible mechanism that create these configurations could be, again, the heliosphere or

local magnetic turbulence, that is responsible for diffusion in the first place. Non–uniform pitch–angle

diffusion in the local ordered magnetic field can itself create axisymmetric small– and medium–scale

anisotropies.

The possibility that the intermittent turbulent magnetic field is creating the small–scale anisotropies

is certainly very attractive. Not only is turbulence a necessary ingredient in any model of diffusive cosmic

ray transport, it also provides a theoretical framework that allows making quantitative predictions as

the anisotropy mirrors the local structure of the turbulent magnetic field. This could be similar to how
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diffusion coefficient can be computed from the magnetic correlation functions in quasi–linear theory. It

might be interesting to ask whether observations of anisotropies will help us to determine the structure

of the local turbulent magnetic field. Solving the inverse problem of determining the field from the

distribution of arrival directions might seem hopeless. In a statistical sense, it should however be

possible to learn something about the statistical properties of magnetic turbulence from the observations

of cosmic ray anisotropies. An apparent difficulty in this might be that the models presented in Sec. 4.4

are already giving a good description of the observations, see e.g. Fig. 16. This is quite surprising, given

that in (most of) these models turbulence is assumed to be isotropic whereas there are strong indications

that it must be anisotropic [119]. It is by no means clear that the remaining discrepancies between the

predictions and the data can be used to find evidence for more realistic models of turbulence, especially

in the presence of the various observational systematics and conceptual difficulties as discussed.

We have already stressed the fact that the angular power spectrum contains all the statistical

information only for a Gaussian, statistically isotropic random field. However, it is not clear at all that

the anisotropy maps should in fact be of this kind. On the contrary, the presence of a regular magnetic

field should manifest itself to a certain degree in a breaking of the isotropy. Extracting the additional

information from sky maps and confronting it with models could be a promising future line of attack.

A difficulty here will be “cosmic variance”, i.e. the fact that we can only observe one anisotropy map, at

least at any one energy. Cross–correlating maps at different energies can play another important role

for scrutinising the structure of magnetic turbulence in our Galactic neighbourhood.

An apparent difficulty in comparing maps at different energies and from different experiments is the

fact that each map is composed of a distribution of energies or a distribution of rigidities. Many of the

proposed explanations for the formation of the small–scale anisotropies are in fact rigidity–dependent,

resulting in different maps (different random phases) at different rigidities. The fact that observations

can only be made with a finite energy resolution must to a certain degree wash out the structure

predicted for individual energies. An additional difficulty can be that the chemical compositions assumed

to convert the distribution of observed energies into a distribution of rigidities can vary between different

observatories.

A few exotic scenarios of small–scale anisotropies have also been considered. It was considered

that the production of cosmic rays via dark matter annihilation in sub-halos can introduce anisotropy-

ies. However, this scenario will most likely be observable as an additional contribution to the large–

scale anisotropy. On the other, an exotic neutral messenger produced in extended Galactic sources,

e.g. strangelets, could be observable as a local excess in anisotropy maps. This type of scenario could

be testable, e.g. by correlating the small–scale features in anisotropy maps with known sources in our
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local environment. However, this has to be done with some care, as γ-rays from the same sources are

a potential background in cosmic ray anisotropy measurements.

Finally, the interpretation of large– and small–scale anisotropies is affected by systematic uncertain-

ties related to the methods used for the reconstruction of anisotropy maps and their harmonic analysis.

We hope that this review can be a useful guideline for, both, observers and analyzers regarding the

reporting of results and their interpretation.
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Appendix A. Multipole Coupling Matrix

For the special case of ground–based observatories the weight function w of the field of view is

expected to be azimuthally symmetric (see Ref. [57]). In this case, the matrix elements of the matrix

K in Eq. (26) are block-diagonal, Kℓmℓ′m′ = δmm′Tm
ℓℓ′(w), with block elements defined via a sum over

Wigner-3j coefficients,

Tm
ℓℓ′(b) = (−1)m

ℓ+ℓ′∑

k=|ℓ−ℓ′|

bk0

√
(2ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ′ + 1)(2k + 1)

4π

⎛
⎝ℓ ℓ′ k

0 0 0

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ ℓ ℓ′ k

m −m 0

⎞
⎠ . (A.1)

Under the additional assumption that the anisotropy is an isotropic, Gaussian random field we can

evaluate the transfer matrix M in Eq. (30) to

Mℓℓ′ =
2ℓ′ + 1

4π

∑

k

(2k + 1)Wk

⎛
⎝ℓ ℓ′ k

0 0 0

⎞
⎠

2

− [T 0
ℓℓ′(w)]

2

2ℓ+ 1
. (A.2)

Note that the unfamiliar last term in the previous equation accounts for the projection of the pseudo

angular momentum onto m �= 0 terms.
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